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1 INTRODUCTION, MAIN TOPIC AND GOALS
This approach to some of our contemporary 
Mediterranean landscapes proceeds on the basis 
that our territory has dramatically changed in the 
past century. If we just consider the hinterlands, 
we can see that most of our natural and productive 
stretches of land have been occupied by an unusual 
collage of low-density housing areas, industries, and 
infrastructure facilities that respond to different 
scales, interests and tempos. These collage-areas, 
normally under the influence of a major city, entail 
a model of consumption and mobility difficult to 
bear, and they happen to occupy pieces of land that 
are crucial in order to design our natural-ecological 
networks and to strengthen our local trade in a 
globalized market context. 
“El futuro estará probablemente marcado 
por una cada vez mayor conciencia de nuestras 
responsabilidades respecto al medio ambiente, sea 
en sus aspectos más generales e invasores, o bien, 
en sus aspectos más locales y específicos (…), y esto 
cambiará también la imagen del espacio urbano.” 
(Secchi, 1999, p. 155)
But this new question on ecology is not the only one 
that should be taken into account when considering 
these territories. How can we describe them? How 
can we analyze them and, therefore, design them? 
Which are the appropriate tools and concepts that 
should be handled when discussing its future? If the 
nature of these lands is different from the cities and 
landscapes that we have known so far, the words and 
tools we have been using to address our compact 
cities and our natural and agricultural landscapes are 
probably not fit for this new urban matter (Choay, 
1994). If there is no appropriate taxonomy that allows 
a proper description there could be no project, for 
analyzing and designing, reading and writing, are 
two inseparable elements of the same negotiation 
(Corboz, 1995). 
These territories (please note that the cited authors 
are not only talking about Mediterranean hinterlands, 
but about the contemporary city as far as occidental 
world is concerned) are mainly characterized by 
the idea of fragmentation in confrontation with the 
previous idea of continuity. This fragmentation and 
dispersion is often explained through the different 
technological advancements, but it represents a 
much more profound change in our contemporary 
culture and society:
“La dispersión representa quizá la fase extrema 
de un largo recorrido antropocéntrico iniciado ya en 
la época medieval, un recorrido que no parece que 
pueda invertirse en el corto y tal vez ni siquiera en el 
medio plazo.” (Secchi, 1999, p. 151)
Whether new technologies of mobility and 
telecommunication are the means than have enabled 
this social and cultural change or the product of a 
collective demand (Secchi, 1999), the result is that 
this anthropocentrism, this individualism, has built a 
land of spontaneous actions (Indovina, 1990); a sort 
of puzzle of activities that respond to their singular 
interests, a priori unpredictable.
Closely in line with these discussions is where 
this piece of work is. Its aim is to analyze some 
Mediterranean hinterlands in the Spanish Levante in 
order to initiate an approach to an appropriate range 
of concepts and tools that might need to be handled 
when designing the future of these territories (for 
one thing is clear, they can neither be addressed with 
our traditional tools nor neglected).
“Reino de lo urbano, desvanecimiento de la ciudad, 
escala única de ordenación: mejor que taparse 
los ojos ante tales evidencias, convendría extraer 
consecuencias, que hoy solo pueden ser enunciadas 
en forma de interrogantes” (Choay, 1994, p. 72)
But how can we manage these territories? How 
can we design the future of a land that is instable 
by nature and in eternal change? (Secchi, 1999) 
How can we design a land that is partly the result of 
several overlapped spontaneous actions; which has 
substituted even in its artistic representation the effort 
to merge human activities and the harmony of their 
landscapes  (see The Harvesters, by Pieter Bruegel) for 
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an intense deluge of people, buildings and crossing 
flows (see The Funeral, by George Grosz). This is 
where the second hypothesis arises: maybe not all of 
these spontaneous actions are actually that arbitrary, 
maybe some of them happen to be phenomena that 
respond to similar patterns (at least along the Spanish 
Levante) and could therefore be anticipated. 
Analyzing these territories, pointing out concepts 
and tools that may allow a more adequate approach to 
this new urban matter and finding common patterns in 
some of its apparently spontaneous activities, would 
be a first step to allow advancement towards a more 
efficient model, one that fosters a more sustainable 
and advantageous development, more closely in line 
with the attributes and beauty of our landscapes. 
Figures 1, 2.  [Im1] Pieter Bruegel, The Harvesters, 1565 and 
[Im2] George Grosz, The Funeral, 1917. 
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in certain combinations of these elements. Here, 
regionalism arises not from indigenous elements or 
products but, rather, from the manner in which such 
elements are valued and expressed. This suggests 
a concept of open regionalism, which is in itself a 
dynamic process of selecting and integrating vital 
forces.” (Maki, 1964, p. 56)
These essays on collective forms, an investigation 
that was continued by Stan Allen in the American 
context, alerted about the form of our contemporary 
landscapes (one that offers an open regionalism) 
already in the sixties. The foreseeing of this reality 
suggests the need of a deeper look into the research 
performed since then.
Thus, the art, architecture and urbanism historian 
André Corboz, wrote Le Territoire comme palimpseste 
in 1984. Corboz sees the territory finally in the center 
of the main contemporary problems, a place that was 
normally reserved to the cities or their metropolitan 
areas. According to Corboz, there is a diffuse need 
to comprehend how these territories have formed 
and the elements that constitute their physical 
and mental entity. This new contemporary city has 
blurred the antagonism between urban and rural (an 
antagonism that did not appear until the Industrial 
era and responded, essentially, to an urban notion) 
and it entails the spread of the “urban phenomenon” 
all over the land, consequence of a profound change 
in our culture and our societies.
“Ahora bien, si la oposición de lo rural y lo urbano 
está siendo superada en estos momentos, no lo es 
tanto en razón del nuevo concepto territorial –éste 
no interviene más que en un segundo lugar- sino en 
virtud de la extensión de lo urbano al conjunto del 
territorio. (…) Esta operación se ha producido  gracias 
a la difusión de los medios de comunicación: con 
mayor rapidez que el ferrocarril en el siglo XIX, la 
radio y sobre todo la televisión, han logrado modificar 
comportamientos, proponiendo una especie de 
homogeneización de los modos de vida por medio del 
establecimiento de determinados reflejos culturales.
1.1 THE CONTEMPORARY CITY FROM MAKI’S
OPEN REGIONALISM TO SIEVERTS’ ZWISCHENSTADT
This research topic, as we have seen above, evokes 
a major and open discussion on the contemporary city 
present in the reflections of many recognized authors, 
some of which have already been cited. 
Fumihiko Maki, well-known Japanese architect, 
teacher and researcher, wrote already in 1964 
Investigations in Collective Forms. In the first step 
of his extensive investigation, he analyzes structural 
principles involved in making collective form, 
establishing three major approaches: Compositional 
form (compositional approach), Megastructure/
Megaform (Structural approach), and Group Form 
(Sequential approach). The first of these is the 
historical one and the second two are new efforts 
towards finding master forms which satisfy the 
demands of contemporary urban growth and change. 
Within that discussion, Maki states:
 “The addition of activities to physical qualities in 
a search for form determinants in the city suggests a 
new union between physical design and planning. The 
investigation of group form inevitably leads us to give 
our attention to regionalism in a collective scale.
Until recently, our understanding of regional 
expressions had very much been confined to those of 
single buildings. But in an age of mass communication 
and technological facility, regional differences 
throughout the world are becoming less well defined, 
and it is less easy to find distinctive expressions in 
building techniques and resultant forms.
If materials and methods of construction or 
modes of transportation are becoming ubiquitous, 
perhaps their combinations, especially in large 
urban complexes, now reflect the distinguishing 
characteristics of the people and the places in which 
they are structured and used according to value 
hierarchies. Thus, it may be possible to find regionalism 
more in a collective scale and less in single buildings. 
(...)While each region uses a set of similar elements, 
each region can express its own characteristics 
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Considerada bajo este ángulo antropológico, 
la oposición campo-ciudad deja de existir, debido 
al triunfo de la ciudad. En consecuencia, el espacio 
urbanizado no es tanto aquel en que las construcciones 
se suceden unas a otras en orden cerrado como aquel 
en que los habitantes han adquirido mentalidad 
ciudadana. 
(…) Se puede deplorar la conquista del territorio, 
pero no se puede negar la tendencia ni la extensión 
cada vez mayor de sus efectos.” (Corboz, 1983, pp. 
26,27)
Highways, facilities, trains and tourism are, 
amongst others, some of the most visible traces of the 
urban activities that have spread all over the countries 
according to Corboz. The territory is then an artefact, 
a project. It results from the collective relationship 
between the orography and the population that has 
settled there. The territory is now semanticized. It is a 
process and a product at the same time.
Francesco Indovina, director of the Department 
of social and economic analysis of the territory and 
through the Istituto Universitario di Architettura in 
Venice, addresses the same topic in La città difusa, 
1990. It is true that the northern Italian territories 
that Indovina is addressing present clearly different 
attributes and casuistic from the Spanish hinterlands 
that this piece of work is concerned about; however, 
there are some reflections presented there that 
respond to the same global phenomenon presented 
above, and they could add more information on this 
general question about the contemporary city.
 “El punto de partida es la constatación de que 
han sobrevenido importantes transformaciones del 
fenómeno del asentamiento humano y que es preciso 
interpretar tales transformaciones precisamente 
porque no se presentan como una especie de 
prolongación de la fenomenología precedente, sino 
porque lo hacen casi como una mutación de estado.” 
(Indovina, 1990, p. 49)
Working in Veneto, a specific area that Bernardo 
Secchi would also address as a symptomatic and 
extreme case of the European territory, Indovina 
points out that what he addresses as città difusa could 
be approached through different socio-economic 
cycles. He sees it to be the compound result of 
different guided and spontaneous activities. In this 
context, cities have become nodes of a major net, one 
that is not vertically (hierarchically) connected but 
horizontally, resulting in new spatial configurations. 
According to Indovina, only a new territorial 
policy capable of recognizing these new spatial 
configurations could bring them from a spontaneous 
result to a global project.
“En este contexto la ciudad difusa podría 
desempeñar un papel propio equilibrado y 
equilibrador tanto en el ámbito de la producción 
(innovadora) como en el de la calidad social de vida. 
Pero entonces la ciudad difusa no sería solamente un 
resultado del proceso de edificación, sino un proyecto 
de reorganización del territorio” (Indovina, 1990, p. 
59)
Peter G. Rowe, professor and researcher at 
Harvard University, addressed the same topic in 
Making a Middle Landscape, 1991. Though clearly 
referring to the American Sprawl phenomenon, most 
of the questions that lie underneath his approach are 
common to the other authors: the making of a middle 
landscape between city and countryside (Rowe, 
1991). Despite being more specific and precise in the 
description of some of the elements that constitute 
this middle landscape, his research does not seem 
to guide him to categorical conclusions either. This 
lack of absolute truths, this hesitation, evokes more 
discussions and suggests that this is an open and 
pertinent field of research.
Françoise Choay, historian of urban theory and 
forms, published in 1994 a paper in Visions Urbaines, 
La ville: art et architecture en Europe, 1870-1933 
called Le règne de l’urbain et la mort de la ville. In 
this paper Choay also addresses the evolution of the 
European city and territory as a sort of mutation, 
a profound change that has been diluted by the 
prevalence of words and names.  She sees in this new 
urban phenomenon the possibility to restore the city-
countryside interdependence that characterized the 
Middle Age in a new dynamic of nets that has replaced 
the statics of built places. According to Choay, the 
multiplicity and de-location of the interactions 
between individuals entails the divorce between urbs 
and civitas.
 “En otras palabras, la era de las entidades urbanas 
discreta ha terminado. La era de la “comunicabilidad 
universal” anunciada por Cerdà y por Giovannoni 
es también la de la urbanización universal, difusa 
y explosionada. (…) Sin embargo, según la frase 
de H. Le Bras, “el paso de una geografía de polos a 
una geografía de líneas significa la modernización”, 
no existe modelo, siquiera disipador, que aclare la 
fluctuación y las incertidumbres inherentes a los 
nuevos estilos de poblamiento.” (Choay, 1994, p. 71)
“Lo urbano no es sinónimo de urbanidad. Ni tan 
solo propiedad exclusiva de la ciudad. Podemos, así, 
volver a Giovannoni e imaginar núcleos de urbanidad, 
de múltiples tamaños y formas, susceptibles de entrar 
en una dialéctica homóloga a la que en otro tiempo 
vinculaba ciudad y campo.” (Choay, 1994, p. 72)
Manuel de Solà-Morales, former urban design 
professor and director of Barcelona’s Laboratory of 
Urbanism, addressed this question in different articles 
and conferences in the nineties. He states that, in this 
new contemporary city-territory, the predominant 
discontinuity between built elements has eliminated 
the classical sense of place, bringing about a new 
identity that lays on the sensation of waiting in those 
empty spaces (Solà-Morales, 1997). According to 
Solà-Morales this new urban reality, too complex to 
be approached through the dialectical outer city-
central city, is probably the appropriate place to think 
and design the future of our metropolis (whatever the 
scope of this word is).
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Figure 3. [Im3] David Hockney, Telephone pole, 1982.
“Les perifèries, però, apareixen com a espais actius 
del possible projecte contemporani de la metròpoli. 
En aquest context, nous elements com la distància, 
argument compositiu de la forma urbana perifèrica, i 
el seu valor, que canvia en créixer l’escala del territori 
urbà considerat, mostren el protagonisme projectual 
de la separació vers la continuïtat unificadora de la 
ciutat compacta.” (Solà-Morales, 1997, p. 1)
As from the step from painting and sculpture, to 
new techniques such as Hockney’s collages, we see 
fragmentation confronted with the old continuity 
that characterized our compact cities, multiplicity 
of sizes and distances, the predominance of empty 
spaces, etc. These are some common elements in the 
description of this urban phenomenon that suggest 
the need of new tools when approaching this issue. 
In this context, Solà-Morales suggests to work with 
“interesting distances” as a new tool that could 
help explain the dynamics and composition of these 
territories. However, he had already alerted about 
the lack of useful models and tools when approaching 
this new urban matter:
“He hablado ya sobre la primera idea: la falta de 
modelos útiles. Si pensamos que el 80 % de la ciudad 
europea es periferia, que del suelo no urbano solo 
queda un 10 % sin modificar, incluso en una situación 
como la catalana que no es la más urbanizada del 
mundo, entendemos que los modelos, incluso los 
antiguos, sirven para la ciudad central compacta. No 
se trata de convertirla en compacta para entonces 
poder hacer como siempre hemos sabido hacer, 
algunas pocas veces tal vez, pero sería bueno empezar 
a encontrar criterios o principios para actuar en ella.” 
(Solà-Morales, 1995)
Giuseppe Dematteis, urban and regional 
geography professor and researcher, has an 
extensive work on the description and analysis of 
our contemporary territories. Throughout different 
research papers and publications, he has widely 
explained the transition from a hierarchized system 
of centers and areas towards an extensive net system 
that structures the urban phenomenon. He sees in the 
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nets of subjects (individual and collective, public and 
private) the conceptual and operative tool to rule the 
territory (Dematteis, 1999). According to Dematteis, 
the building and ruling of these nets is a new field 
of action both for urbanists and the other sciences 
of the city, being the first right in the center of this 
discussion (for these nets between subjects occur in 
their relationship with the territory, thus transforming 
the ecosystems, economy, culture, and the territory 
itself).
“Tale fenomeno delinea una modalità di 
organizzazione dell’espansione urbana molto diversa 
dalla forma tradizionale della città compatta, con la 
formazione di una maglia insediativa “allargata”, 
sempre più indipendente dai grandi centri urbani. 
Dunque nel complesso il termine periurbanizzazione 
indica la transizione da uno spazio urbano polarizzato, 
con una forte independenza gerarchica dal centro 
città, ad una trama diffusa, che qualcuno ha chiamato 
“città senza centro”, cioè uno spazio reticolare, che 
tende a ospitare nei suo nodi molte delle funzioni che 
un tempo si concentravano nel centro di poche grandi 
città.
Nel complesso, la formazzione della città diffusa 
sottolinea il passaggio dalla città come entità nucleare 
o areale, definita dai confini comunali, alla città estesa 
reticolare, organizzata secondo un modello insediativo 
di tipo multicentrico che si estende sul territorio di più 
comuni ed è il corrispettivo odierno, anche per quanto 
riguarda la modalità di vita degli abitanti, della città 
tradizionale. E’ la città compatta di un tempo “esplosa” 
sul territorio.” (Dematteis, 2007, p. 5)
Bernardo Secchi, former urban design teacher 
and researcher, has widely worked and written 
about the contemporary territory, especially in 
the Italian context. Despite having focused several 
papers on these particular landscapes, i.e. la città 
difusa, he sees it to be a useful sample (due to its 
extreme condition) of a global phenomenon that 
has overcome Europe (Secchi, 1999). According to 
Secchi, we have left the modern period to enter a 
new one whose guidelines are not defined yet. This 
new period is mainly characterized by the idea of 
fragmentation, confronted with the idea of continuity 
that characterized our compact cities. He sees this 
fragmentation and dispersion to be not only a result 
of technological advancements, but the result of a 
much more profound change in our societies. Thus, 
the contemporary city appears as a form of time, as 
a system of relationships, as a new set of collective 
imageries, myths and rites and, therefore, as a new 
culture (Secchi, 2000).  Secchi states that la città 
difusa offers the appropriate frame to efficiently 
satisfy the needs of our contemporary society. It 
brings the occasion to build a new future rather than 
to memorialize the past, but only if we can work on 
the characteristics of this new urban reality.
“…la ciudad futura será, en cualquier escala, 
una ciudad fractal, constituida por fragmentos 
diferentemente caracterizados, pero no existe razón 
alguna para que esta particularidad no pueda ser 
vertida en un proyecto satisfactorio y de calidad 
semejante a aquellos que hemos conocido para 
la ciudad antigua y para la moderna. Esta es la 
tarea que tenemos enfrente para la construcción 
del futuro y resulta diferente a imaginar imposibles 
retornos consensuados  a la ciudad consolidada, 
o a formas alternativas de ciudad destinadas a los 
pocos “que lo han comprendido”. Construir el futuro 
es trabajar dentro de las características de la ciudad 
contemporánea modificándolas.” (Secchi, 1999)
Thomas Sieverts, German architect and urban 
planner, teacher and researcher, more recently 
coined the concept of the Zwischenstadt to refer to 
the same phenomenon (2003). The territories he 
mainly addresses throughout his research are mainly 
located in central Europe, but despite the fact that 
sizes and distances may vary from the ones one could 
find in Mediterranean landscapes, the very nature 
of the phenomenon that Sieverts describes respond 
to the same reality that the other cited authors have 
addressed. 
 “...the social, economic, environmental and 
formal/structural characteristics of today’s built 
environment: no longer simply a city, but increasingly 
large conurbations made up of a number of clusters, 
linked by transport routes. (...) the reality of our 
town-country continuum described by H. G. Wells will 
continue to exist and grow: the ‘urbanized landscape’ 
or ‘landscape city’.”
This book Cities Without Cities tries to increase 
awareness of this strange urban-rural landscape as a 
new form of city.” (Sieverts, 2003, p. ix Foreword to 
the English edition)
As stated in the cite, Sieverts tries to increase 
awareness of this contemporary form of city, evoking 
many of the questions that, more or less explicitly, the 
other authors had suggested.
“…conurbación, ya en 1915, por Patrick Geddes, 
luego interurbanización; megalópolis, por Jean 
Gotman en 1961; luego, la ciudad difusa de Bernardo 
Secchi, la urbanización extensiva de Alain Léveillé, la 
zona de influencia metropolitana de ya no sé quién, la 
entreciudad de Thomas Sieverts o, todavía, lo urbano 
de Henry Lefebvre, retomado por Françoise Choay, 
quien ha también propuesto lo post-urbano.
A mí me tienta proponer hiperciudad, por analogía 
con hipertexto.” (Corboz, 1995, p. 97)
All these authors alert of the form of this new 
urban reality that has spread all over the country 
blurring the old industrial-age urban-rural dichotomy. 
They all suggest that this new form of city, whatever 
the specificities of their study areas are, is mainly 
characterized by the idea of fragmentation in 
confrontation with the old idea of continuity, and it is 
the result of a major cultural and social change. The 
lack of models and appropriate words to refer and 
approach this urban matter apparently has helped to 
neglect it and has fed certain nostalgia towards our 
old compact cities. As many of the cited authors have 
highlighted, the city-landscape should have a central 
position in our research works and our policies, for 
it offers the appropriate framework to efficiently 
respond to our contemporary social, cultural, 
economic and ecologic demands.
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1.2 A LACK OF MODELS, TAXONOMY AND TOOLS
The contemporary city responds, as we have 
seen, to a major social and cultural change. If this 
new city does neither respond to an evolution nor 
degradation of our old compact cities, but to a sort 
of mutation, it seems that we might need a new 
range of concepts and tools to approach it (Secchi, 
1999). Even if architects and urban and regional 
planners seem to have found difficulty in coming to 
this new lexicon, resulting in a sort of nostalgia and 
memorialization of the past, other less-constrained 
disciplines have been able to build new imageries to 
address our contemporary reality. Thus, from Cubism 
to Pop-Art, from Hockney to Wim Wenders, we see 
in art, photography and cinema the predominance 
of new ideas of fragmentation, overlapping flows, 
unexpectedness, movements, void and a sort of 
absence in their works, just as we can appreciate 
in the recent work of Jenny Saville In the realm of 
mothers.
 “La mirada sucesiva y convergente de pintores, 
fotógrafos y cineastas nos pone en guardia contra las 
palabras. La secuencia de sus representaciones obliga 
a preguntarse (…) si el viejo concepto y la imagen 
convenida, en los que tienen cabida desordenada 
centros históricos, ciudades nuevas, suburbios y 
megalópolis, no están funcionando a la manera de 
mito encargado de obviar la impotencia y la angustia, 
y si no disimulan la inadecuación de la palabra a 
la cosa. Los historiadores nos han enseñado, no 
obstante, que “los hombres no suelen cambiar de 
léxico cada vez que cambian de costumbres”, y que 
la conservación de las palabras contribuye a la larga 
duración de nuestros esquemas mentales, es decir, en 
este caso, a su arcaísmo.” (Choay, 1994, p. 62)
Art has been a reliable seismographer of the 
form of the territory. From its Ancient idealization of 
natural landscapes, to a sort of conciliation between 
production activities and the “beautiful landscape” 
in the Italian Renaissance, frequently exemplified 
by the Allegory of the Good and Bad government 
of Ambrogio Lorenzetti, the search for “harmony” 
that characterized previous periods is now outdated 
(Corboz, 1983). But, again, words are an untrusty 
ally, for the opposite of harmony is neither chaos 
nor cacophony (concepts that cause rejection), but a 
system of contrasts, tensions, splits, discontinuities, 
fragmentation and happenings (Corboz, 1995), i.e. a 
dynamic system, the same that seems to characterize 
our contemporary landscapes.
Despite being a useful source of information, a 
constant reminder of the changes that are overcoming 
our world, art does not provide the appropriate tools 
to be used by architects and urban and regional 
planners, but the risk to replace what should be our 
disciplinary and precise instrumental with metaphors 
and figuration. When Solà-Morales speaks of Territoris 
sense model he highlights that risk, emphasizing both 
the need to pay attention to the changes that other 
disciplines may perceive, and the need of an own 
and “disciplinary” language and tools; the need of 
description and, therefore, the need of design.
 “...quasi tota la taxonomia que utilitzem encara 
respon a aquell enteniment compacte de la ciutat 
(concèntrica, monocèntrica, policèntrica, centre-
perifèria, zona industrial, de transició, suburbi, raval, 
centre de negocis, comercial, de transport, ciutat-
mercat, ciutat-pont, etc.).
(...) El cinema i la fotografia son certament els 
grans mestres de la geografia urbana contemporània, 
i de les seves representacions ens hem de valer per 
al nostre progrés. Però per a un coneixement analític 
com el que l’arquitectura i l’urbanisme necessiten 
per operar, gairebé no hem avançat, per part nostre, 
en el coneixement concret de les perifèries. Moltes 
paraules s’aboquen en l’esforç per definir-les, però 
tendeixen a recórrer constantment a la metàfora i a 
la imatge, més que a la descripció. El debilitament 
actual de la cultura de la descripció apareix aquí 
també com un dels riscs fonamentals del nostre 
moment, i la tendència a substituir la descripció per la 
figuració (imatges, metàfora, analogies) ens impedeix 
avançar amb seguretat en el domini intel·lectual de 
les perifèries urbanes. (Solà-Morales, 1997, p. 25)
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Figure 4. [Im4] Jenny Saville, In the realm of Mothers II, 2014
Figure 5. [Im5] Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Allegory of Good and 
Bad Government, 1338-1339.
The purpose of the urbanistic and architectural 
description is to create a scientific object to 
operate with. The project, the intervention, tests 
the description and vice versa, and it modifies the 
information collected in the first place (Corboz, 1995). 
Describing, defining, analyzing, and so choosing the 
words and concepts to refer to this new reality, is the 
first step to comprehend it and transform it, for this 
first approach already contains the conscious and 
subjective look, the genetic material, of its future 
design. (Dematteis, 1995)
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Besides, not only our lexicon suggests a certain 
nostalgia and memorialization of our old compact 
cities, but it responds to a “surfaces” logic, not to a nets 
one. Once widely accepted that the contemporary 
territory can only be approached as a nets system, 
concepts such as “municipality”, “old town” or 
“industrial area”, only seem to refer to history and 
sentimentalism, for they respond to an idea of areas 
and poles. Thus, just as in the apparently arbitrary 
filaments and spots of Jackson Pollock’s “controlled 
accident”, we need to come to new concepts and tools 
to approach the overlapping dynamics (Secchi, 1999), 
the system of relationships (Dematteis, 1999) or the 
interesting distance between urban things (Solà-
Morales, 1997) that characterizes our contemporary 
landscape.
“Por ejemplo demasiadas descripciones están 
pensadas en términos de superficies en lugar de 
serlo en término de redes. (…) Es inútil subrayar 
hasta qué punto esta concepción se ha vuelto inútil: 
multiculturalismo, transculturalismo, movilidad, 
desplazamiento de los centros de decisión, supresión 
de muchas barreras históricas, etc., nos obligan a 
formular todos o casi todos los problemas territoriales 
como sistema de redes. Una superficie tiene un 
perímetro, mientras que una red tiene sólo puntos 
terminales; las superficies no se mezclan apenas 
mientras que las redes, en cambio, se superponen y se 
combinan; además las redes no anulan las superficies, 
lo que requiere inventar una dialéctica capaz de definir 
las relaciones entre ellas. Un discurso tal significa que 
una buena parte de los instrumentos descriptivos 
debe ser inventada ex nuovo, ya que aquellos que 
poseemos han sido concebidos para una problemática 
de superficies.” (Corboz, 1995, p. 97)
Figure 6. [Im6] Jackson Pollock, fragment of Number 8, 1949
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1.3  A LAND OF UNPLANNED ACTIONS
As stated in the first paragraph of this piece of 
work, the territories this research is referring to 
are mainly characterized by the idea of clashing 
and overlapping. The appearance of infrastructure 
facilities responds to a particular demand and to an 
own criteria of location; the building of low-density 
housing to another one; large commercial activities 
yet to another one and to a particular distance to 
the previous two. Thus, none of them is subject to 
a global design, but to its own constraints or more 
advantageous (or partially advantageous) conditions.
As many of the cited authors suggested and 
Secchi widely detailed, this phenomenon responds 
to an individualization process; to an anthropocentric 
track that started already in the Middle Age. Both 
Secchi and Indovina see in northern Italy an extreme 
example of the same phenomenon that, together 
with the lack of public policy (a certain laissez-fare) 
has resulted in the specificity of la città difusa. 
However, this phenomenon is the same that explains 
this land of patches and crossing flows at least as 
far as the western world is concerned.  A land of 
singular spontaneous actions that, when overlapping, 
build the fabric of our contemporary landscapes. 
But spontaneity is not a synonym to arbitrary, and 
therefore some of these actions could be explained 
and predicted.
 “A mi em sembla important reconèixer les 
condicions espacials, específiques de les perifèries. 
En aquelles que convencionalment entenem com 
espontànies, la distància entre els objectes construïts 
no és casual, mentre que els espais entre ells sí. Criteris 
de localització d’activitats, preferències d’accés, 
avantatges de publicitat o al contrari d’amagatall, 
explotació individual de topografies o vistes 
preeminents, primen l’emplaçament d’edificis, sense 
el respecte a un ordre previ de conjunt. Hi ha aquí un 
sistema de distàncies a la finca veïna, distància al mar, 
distància a la ciutat o a l’aeroport, distància al metro 
més pròxim, distància al carrer o carretera. Tot un 
teixit de distàncies relatives col·loca progressivament 
usos i edificis, a partir de les relacions de cada unitat 
activa respecte a tot el sistema metropolità.” (Solà-
Morales, 1997, p. 26)
If some of these activities and “urban things” 
actually respond to different interests, locations and 
even to relative distances between them, a conscious 
description of the same phenomenon through an 
extensive sample of cases might help figure out some 
of the patterns that lie underneath its appearance 
in the contemporary landscape. Finding these cross-
correlations would therefore help in the future design 
of these territories, as some of the un-planned actions 
that build them could be foreseen and oriented 
towards a more sustainable and advantageous 
development; one that responds to a global and 
cross-disciplinary project.
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2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used to approach the already 
mentioned goal of this research consists of an 
intended analysis, a purposeful description, and 
therefore selection, of elements that may help to 
explain the heterogeneous and unplanned nature 
of our Mediterranean territories. This analysis seeks 
to approach their varied physical reality, which can 
only be achieved through a selection of cases and 
territories that present clearly different attributes. 
Thus, some study areas along the Spanish Levante 
which presented clearly different characteristics were 
selected as detailed below and discussed.
The reality of these territories may only be 
explained throughout its variation and complexity, 
and therefore requires a first and broader look prior 
to the delimitation of any study case. Thus, there 
is a successive approach to the Mediterranean 
hinterlands that results in 65x65 Km study areas 
prior to the final 9x9 Km window that will be detailed 
below. The first seems wide enough to understand 
the complex system of relationships and tensions to 
which every study area is subject, and the second 
seems close enough to appreciate the entity of every 
urban artifact.
The different approaches that are undertaken in 
every case study try to outline some of its constitutive 
characteristics that may help to explain its very nature, 
and that of its humanization. There is a certain search 
for objectivity when addressing some of the variables 
that are considered in this research by measuring and 
calculating a few parameters, thus reinforcing the 
approach to the actual reality of these territories, and 
on the basis of the theoretical framework, teachings 
and tools that the cited authors have provided.
The detailed methodology followed to choose the 
different study windows and the different approaches 
that have been undertaken so far in this research are 
summarized below.
2.1 CASE STUDIES
These hills full of urban things, this territory of 
crossed relationships, nets and patches, had already 
been seductively described by Solà-Morales in Un 
camp de coses when addressing the hinterland of 
Tarragona and comparing it with other windows of 
the Catalan territory (one in l’Empordà and the other 
in Barcelona’s Metropolitan Area).
 “És un arxipèlag de coses urbanes, illots i 
maresmes que es relacionen entre sí per distancies 
conegudes i com a fites que es reflecteixen sobre el 
mirall de secà. Són peces autònomes, vies, polígons, 
veïnats, indústries, grans ciutats, parcs turístics ports, 
platges, camins, barris, cruïlles monuments…diverses 
coses urbanes. El seu futur feliç passa per reconèixer 
i inventar la seva pròpia figura metropolitana.” (Solà-
Morales, 2009)
This approach constituted the starting point of this 
research piece of work, suggesting the use of similar 
indistinct windows of territory to compare different 
landscapes within the Spanish Levante. The procedure 
used to select them has been the following:
All case studies are all located in the influence area 
of the Mediterranean Sea (up to 20 Km inland) and 
have been found by identifying major cities or touristic 
spots on the coast line and searching for their echoes 
on the territory. Selected areas try to present a wide 
range of different situations, uses and types of urban 
things, so the sample is more varied and complex and 
therefore more significant. The selected windows 
are of 9x9 Km as it seemed a size large enough in 
order to include all this variety within its limits and 
enough detail to appreciate the entity of every urban 
artifact. Besides, its squared shape has no dominant 
directionality and it can be printed in a 1:30,000 scale 
in an A3. Once detected an area of great mixture, 
the 9x9 Km window was placed so the most relevant 
elements of this area were included within the study 
case area, being its surroundings more homogeneous, 
monofunctional or in clear decay.
The coast line itself has not been considered, as 
for this research, as its geography and demography 
characteristics seem too singular to come to the 
common lexicon and cross-correlation that these first 
steps are seeking. Its level of urbanization has created 
an almost un-stopped conurbation that leaves very 
little scope for intervention, and the strong effect 
of the coast line itself seems too constraining to be 
able to highlight which characteristics of these areas 
are more determining in their constitution. Besides, 
some of the reasons why these landscapes need to 
be addressed, from its ecological to its economic and 
rural potential, happen to be more relevant when 
considering the inlands.
The broader look that was already undertaken as 
a first step to select the study areas, where the 9x9 
Km window were later delimited, is here presented 
as 65x65 Km location plans where the different 
relationships and tensions that every study area is 
subject to can be discussed. Besides, the 65x65 Km 
window enables to include, in every case, the closest 
major settlement of every study area (being Girona 
in Vidreres, Barcelona in Granollers or Tarragona in El 
Camp de Tarragona, to mention a few).
The different approaches undertaken in every case 
study will be detailed below. However, the six case 
studies have been divided in two different groups for 
which, eventually, the variables studied are different. 
The first three correspond to the three Catalan 
regions suggested by Solà-Morales in Un camp de 
coses, whereas the remaining three are located in the 
Comunitat Valenciana and Murcia. After having tested 
a few variables in the first three Catalan cases using 
the Institut Cartgràfic de Catalunya (ICC) as the main 
source of information, the broadening of the sample 
required a new and different source of information: 
the Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN). This second 
source proved to be more detailed and complete than 
the first one, and so some of the resulting drawings 
and data obtained from them (especially when it 
comes to 3D modelling and Physical Support) may 
slightly vary from the first group of case studies.
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 In a future follow-up of this research, some of the 
plans and information drawn for the first three study 
areas may be re-elaborated using the information 
obtained from IGN. Taking advantage of the fact that 
the information source is different for the first three 
cases than the three latter, and that some of the 
variables studied in each bloc are different, these are 
presented separately in Chapters 3 and 4. In order to 
have at least one case study for which the sample of 
studied variables is complete, el Camp de Tarragona 
will be considered in both chapters.
Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. Orthophotos of the study area. 
Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, 
Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; 
Gañuelas, Murcia. From top to bottom and left to right.
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The third approach addresses the Settlements of 
each region. In order to do so, a criterion to decide 
what to consider a settlement and how to count them 
has been defined. This results in a definition of three 
different types of settlements and their counting, 
which provides useful information when crossing 
variables. This has led to a discussion on areas and 
distances between different settlements that has 
been carried out for the first group.
The fourth approach is related to the Landscape 
Ecology.  It is based on Forman’s teachings to better 
understand the dynamics and richness of its open 
spaces in the second group of case studies. Patches 
and edges, both concepts that Forman suggests, are 
the two variables that have been considered in this 
approach so far.
As stated above, Cross-Diagrams are built using 
the physical support fragments and the main 
infrastructural splits as groundwork to overlay 
settlements, plots, simple and complex distances, 
porosity and permeability or the regions’ natural 
edges and patches to come to cross-correlation 
between the different variables.
All plans will be included along the text, and will 
appear in the same order and its original size in the 
Graphical Annex at the end of this piece of work.
2.1 DIFFERENT APPROACHES
The following pages include a Graphical Index 
with four different approaches and different variables 
within each approach. Each of them aims to provide 
information that enables a successive approach to 
the reality of our Mediterranean landscape. For each 
group of three case studies, different variables have 
been tested and there are final Cross-Diagrams that 
seek for cross-correlation between them. 
The fact that our Mediterranean territory has 
dramatically changed in the past century, constitutes 
the very foundation of this piece of work and so 
the time-factor is somehow implicit in all possible 
approaches. However, variables related to time and 
rhythms have not been studied so far in this research, 
though information about previous stages of the 
study areas has been gathered and will be briefly 
discussed in section 2.1.1.
The four approaches that have been undertaken 
in this piece of work are detailed below.
The first approach addresses the Physical Support, 
the orography of the region and its fragments. This 
may help to explain the layout of certain settlements 
and infrastructures, to outline some orographic 
references that may be important elements of its 
identity, and finding cross-correlation with other 
variables. This discussion on physical support and its 
pieces has been carried out for all six case studies as it 
constitutes, together with the major infrastructures, 
the basis for the Cross-Diagrams.
The second approach corresponds to the 
Networks. The first variable taken into account is the 
splits caused by major mobility infrastructures, also 
a common element in all six case studies that helps 
build the base for the Cross-Diagrams. When adding 
the other layers of the mobility net (addressed as 
the “osmotic” net detailed below), there are more 
variables to consider. Thus, for the first group of case 
studies, it is the sizes of the net what has been studied, 
and for the second its porosity and permeability.
Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 1950-1980 plans of the study areas. 
Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, 
Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, 
Murcia. From top to bottom and left to right.
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2.1.1 THE RELEVANCE OF THE TIME FACTOR
There is another approach to these territories 
that, despite not having been deeply studied and 
crossed with the other variables, provides valuable 
information about the different regions. This approach 
would be mainly concerned about time; about 
the rhythm of growth or shrink and the different 
overlapping tempos that also help to explain our 
contemporary mosaic. Thus, even if not considered 
so far in this research, information on previous stages 
of the selected study areas has been gathered.
Thus, when observing the differences between 
the 1950 to 1980 plans and their actual plans, we 
can appreciate that different settlements present 
different growth speeds. Old compact cities seem to 
have grown very little though having created industrial 
areas nearby (e.g. Crevillent). Extensive settlements 
of small similar elements, however, seem to have 
appeared and grown very fast, colonizing even larger 
areas than the original settlements (e.g. El Camp de 
Tarragona).
The location of these new extensive settlements 
seems to skip agricultural lands and occupy fragments 
of forestry areas, probably less-profitable. These 
new extensive settlements together with other large 
urban artifacts eventually seem to have had their 
seed in some small groups (a large farmhouse, a rural 
chapel) and so these small potential settlements will 
be considered throughout this piece of work.
Besides, we can also observe the rapidity in 
which some new lineal infrastructures have been 
implemented on the site, echoing previous secondary 
infrastructures and having a strong impact on its 
future layout. These new infrastructures seem to have 
entailed, in some cases, the apparition of the largest 
urban artifacts just like the petrochemical industry in 
El Camp de Tarragona.
The different rhythms of the different territories 
and their different “genetic code”, clearly exemplified 
by the comparison between El Camp de Tarragona and 
Crevillent, will be more deeply discussed in a future 
follow-up of this research. However, their different 
1950-80 plans are included in the Graphical Annex 
and have been “on the table” when approaching the 
other variables.
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3 FIRST THREE CASE STUDIES
Down below, the three case studies that coincide 
with the three windows of the Catalan Territory that 
Solà-Morales suggested will be discussed in a north-
south order.
The first one, Vidreres, was found by looking 
for Lloret de Mar’s echoes in the region, one of the 
most important touristic spots in the northern coast 
of Catalunya. The selected window is located in the 
middle-upper course of the river, containing the main 
tributary to the river that feeds Lloret, less than 10 
Km away from the coast and less than 20 Km away 
from Girona. It includes an important south-west 
to north-east infrastructural corridor that connects 
Girona with Barcelona, parallel to the coast line. Most 
of its settlements seem to be located around that 
infrastructural corridor and following the coastline, or 
around the filaments that connect both.
The second one, Granollers, is located in the 
influence area of Barcelona. It is located in the middle 
course of the river, containing the main tributary 
to river Besòs, one of the main two rivers that feed 
Barcelona. It is located less than 10 Km away from 
the coast and less than 15 Km away from Barcelona. 
Within its borders, it includes the edge of Granollers 
and the main infrastructural corridor that connects 
Barcelona with the north and the north-east part of 
the Peninsula. 
The last one, El Camp de Tarragona, was found by 
looking for Tarragona’s echo on the territory. It is closer 
to Tarragona than the previous two ones are to their 
closest major settlements, being located less than 5 
Km away from both the sea and the city. It includes 
the lower course of river Francolí, the main river that 
feeds Tarragona. The crossing infrastructures that 
connect Tarragona with the south-west, the east and 
the north of the Peninsula have resulted in several 
urban artifacts of different sizes and shapes that make 
this case particularly varied.
Figures 19, 20, 21. 65x65 Km location plans. Infrastructures 
and orography. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el 
Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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Thus, when comparing the three case studies we 
can observe that:
▪ These three cases present clearly different 
attributes. Despite this, they are all located less than 
10 Km away from the coast and under the influence 
of a major settlement, more direct in some cases and 
less in others. 
▪ They all include a segment of a main 
infrastructural corridor between larger cities, resulting 
in a clear south-west to north-east directionality in 
the first two case studies, and a sort of more isotropic 
net in the last.
▪ The patchwork of different urban elements 
in all three cases is varied and different, resulting 
in patches of similar size in Vidreres, a greater 
accumulation of them in Granollers, and a really 
diverse combination of urban artifacts of different 
size and shape in Tarragona.
▪ The first two study areas are located in a 
middle-upper course of the river whereas the last in 
its lower course. This implies that the first two ones 
may present more determining orographic conditions 
whereas the last seems to be characterized by its 
flatness, which could have enabled its more isotropic 
layout of infrastructures.
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3.1 PHYSICAL SUPPORT
It is important to know to which extent the physical 
support is determining to establish cross-correlation 
between the different cases. In order to do so, the 
topography and hydrography data was obtained from 
the Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya (ICC), and 3D 
models of the fragments were made using SketchUp 
and Rhinoceros.
Once these 3D models were made, it was easier 
to identify its valleys and ridges, and so to draw a 
geometric simplification that highlights its basic 
structure. In it, we can identify the different river 
basins (always formed by two planes) its hierarchy, 
and its largest and smallest fragments.
3.1.1 PIECES
Vidreres is divided into 49 patches, organized in 11 
river basins. The resulting patchwork is made of very 
unequal pieces, having a main one in its center with 
an area of about 18 thousand square meters. Smaller 
fragments, and so the most fragmented areas, are 
located in the south, whereas middle-sized patches 
are located in the north. Most of the river basins are 
organized around the main central one, containing 
the largest and flattest pieces along its course. There 
is a clear east-west directionality following the main 
river, with their perpendiculars in both the north and 
south of the study window due to their affluents. 
Granollers presents 38 patches divided in 18 river 
basins. The pieces are more similar in size and shape 
than in the previous case, being of about 8 thousand 
square meters the largest. Patches tend to be long 
and thin, and with clear north-south directionality. 
They are organized around two main river basins, one 
in the bottom right corner of the window and the 
other one dividing the study area in two. The largest 
pieces seem to appear by these main river courses, 
presenting slightly larger and flatter areas than the 
other ones. The north-west of the study area presents 
more and slightly smaller fragments, which results in 
greater fragmentation and slope. All river basins are 
organized in a hierarchical structure draining to the 
mentioned two main rivers.
El Camp de Tarragona is divided in 35 fragments; 
a reasonably similar number to the previous two 
considering it is flatter than the others. These pieces 
are of different size and shape, having an area of 
about 11 thousand square meters the largest, but 
presenting also rather small ones in its bottom right 
corner. Thus, its patches are organized around 11 
river basins in a hierarchical structure that drains into 
the Francolí, its north-south main river. This results 
in a vertical directionality, though weaker than in the 
previous cases as all the areas are flatter (and so they 
appear lighter in the plans). Larger patches seem to 
appear along the main river course and present a 
variety of shapes. The south-east of the study area is 
where greater fragmentation is observed, resulting in 
rather small river basins that, in some cases, do not 
drain into the main one within the study area.
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This information will help build the base for the 
final Cross-Diagrams and relating some of the other 
variables with the morphology of the site. 
▪ Thus, we observe a number of patches which 
ranged between 35 and 49 and a number of river 
basins ranged between 11 and 18, despite being 
located in flat areas closer to the coast or in hilly areas 
which are further out.
▪ Larger pieces tend to group around the main 
river basins, whereas more fragmented areas tend to 
appear further out, in a sort of soft transition between 
different sizes.
▪ Vidreres clearly presents a larger patch, 
whereas Tarragona presents middle-sized and small 
patches and, Granollers, a really homogeneous 
patchwork of long and narrow middle-sized pieces.
▪ The different pieces, their shapes and the 
directionality of their layout build a landscape in which 
orographic elements are always present and should 
therefore be taken into account when designing its 
future development.
Figure 25. Physical support diagrams. Vidreres, l’Empordà; 
Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
Figures 22, 23, 24. Orography and 3D modelings. Vidreres, 
l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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3.2.1 SPLITS
Vidreres is divided into 7 very unequal parts. The 
main one occupies more than half of the total area. 
From the remaining six, three are middle-sized and 
three rather small. Distances between infrastructures 
are normally ranged between 1.5 and 2 Km and a 
maximum of 4 Km, and they present a clear south-
west to north-east directionality. The smallest patches 
are located on the top right corner of the study area, 
resulting of the accumulation of major infrastructures.
Granollers is divided into 9 patches of very 
different size. The largest one occupies nearly two 
thirds of the total area, and the rest are middle-
sized or small. Infrastructures are grouped in the 
bottom right corner of the study window, building 
a reasonably dense infrastructural corridor, with 
distances among infrastructures ranged between 
0.5 Km and 1 Km. This results in a clear south-west 
to north-east directionality that shapes very long and 
thin middle-sized patches.
Tarragona is divided into 11 fragments. 2 of 
them are large, 4 middle-sized and 5 rather small. It 
presents the most isotropic layout of infrastructures 
of all cases, probably due to its flat condition and its 
proximity to Tarragona. The largest patch occupies 
approximately a third of the total area and is located 
in its center. As the layout of infrastructures is more 
isotropic, distances between them vary from 2 to 5 
Km. There are three main directions that build the 
net: north-south, east-west, and north-east to south-
west, none of which present a clear dominance.
3.2 NETWORKS
When considering the networks, the first step 
was to identify which of its infrastructures divide 
the territory in order to, then, be able to come to a 
unified criterion when including what we may call the 
“osmotic infrastructures” in the plans, i.e. those that 
irrigate and supply the territory. Thus, the thickness 
of the lines are chosen according to the width of the 
infrastructure they represent, with the exception of 
the major infrastructures and urban nets, for which 
an additional criteria has been used.
For the major infrastructures there is an additional 
dotted line at both sides that represents its fences 
and its carelessness to the surroundings (that only 
disappears in its ports or robinets).
For the urban nets, a dotted line is used as well but 
accompanied with a grey background that represents 
the built-up land. 
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The information gathered from this section is 
summarized and compared below:
▪ Apparently, the proximity to a major settlement 
entails a higher presence of major infrastructures, 
resulting in 11 patches in El Camp de Tarragona (which 
is less than 5 Km away from Tarragona), 9 in Granollers 
(located less than 10 Km away from Barcelona) and 7 
in Vidreres (less than 20 Km away from Girona).
▪ In the first two case studies, infrastructures 
tend to group creating infrastructural corridors, 
whereas the last one presents a more isotropic 
distribution of its nets, probably due to its flatter 
condition and proximity to Tarragona.
▪ Distances between infrastructures, when 
grouped, are normally ranged between 0.5 Km and 2 
Km, with a maximum of 4 Km in Vidreres. Distances in 
El Camp de Tarragona present higher variation.
▪ There is a clear south-west to north-east 
directionality in the first two case studies whereas in 
the third there are three equally-important directions 
that build a sort of isotropic net.
▪ The splits these grouped infrastructures cause 
results in one larger patch that occupies more than 
half the total study area and a few smaller ones, 
whereas in Tarragona their layout results in more 
similar middle-sized fragments.
This information, together with the Pieces of the 
Physical Support, will also constitute the basis for the 
final Cross-Diagrams and will be tested again in the 
next three Spanish case studies.
Figure 29. Infrastructural splits diagram. Vidreres, l’Empordà; 
Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
Figures 26, 27, 28. Infrastructures. Vidreres, l’Empordà; 
Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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3.2.2 SIZES
After considering its major infrastructures, it 
seems important to consider the osmotic layers of the 
net and its size, i.e. the size of the “plots” within its 
fabric. A clear difference in size and shape is observed 
between networks in steep areas and in the plain, 
setting these last ones the largest plots. At this stage 
of the research we only consider the ones in the plain 
to establish the comparison, disregarding the ones 
whose slope is greater than a 20 %. Thus, the 5 largest 
ones are set in red and the 5 smallest in yellow; its 
areas are indicated in square meters.
Vidreres presents a large flat area in its center 
where we can find the five largest plots ranged 
between 740 and 400 thousand square meters, 
and its smallest plots ranged between 1.5 and 10 
thousand square meters. Most of the largest plots 
seem to appear next to the major infrastructures of 
the osmotic net or even between them, and some to 
the major linear infrastructures, whereas the smallest 
do not present a clear pattern.
Granollers presents a long and thin flat area that 
responds to both the directionality of its physical 
support and its major infrastructures. The largest 
plots within that area are ranged between 650 and 
250 thousand square meters, and its smallest plots 
are ranged between 4.5 and 9 thousand square 
meters. In this case, nearly all of the largest plots are 
located right next to the major infrastructures of the 
osmotic net, and they seem to group in the largest 
areas of the plain. Again, small plots do not seem to 
present a clear pattern of distribution.
When considering el Camp de Tarragona, the 
resulting plots are less regular in size and shape 
despite being the flattest study area. Its largest plots 
are slightly larger than in the previous case and ranged 
between 1 million to 400 thousand square meters, 
and its smallest plots are ranged between 1.7 and 7 
thousand square meters. Once again, the largest plots 
seem to be located next to the main infrastructures 
of the osmotic net, whereas the smallest seem to 
appear indistinctly.
The sizes analysis is summed up and compared in 
the following lines:
▪ Thus, we observe a very fragmented and 
served territory; a much humanized landscape in 
which every stretch of land is accessible and could 
easily undergo crossed-spontaneous actions.
▪ Despite presenting clearly different attributes, 
the sizes of the plots are very similar and rather 
small, when even being the largest ranged between 
1 million to 250 thousand square meters, and being 
the smallest nearly urban plots. This implies that they 
are compatible with most urban artifacts and could 
therefore be easily occupied.
▪ The largest plots seem to be located next to 
the main infrastructures of the osmotic net, whereas 
the smallest do not seem to present a clear pattern.
▪ Whereas in the previous section it seemed 
appropriate to talk about splits, in this case it seems 
more accurate to speak about weaving infrastructures 
when addressing the main infrastructures of the 
osmotic net. About filaments capable of creating 
fabric.
▪ It also seems more appropriate to talk 
about fibers or fibrous fabrics rather than grids or 
hierarchical structures, as these osmotic nets seem 
to sew different settlements and urban artifacts with 
fibers of different lengths, materials and thicknesses.
Figure 33. Sizes of the plots within the “osmotic net”. Sizes are 
expressed in square meters. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, 
Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
Figure 30, 31, 32. Largest and smallest plots within the “osmotic 
net” of each case study. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; 
el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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3.3 SETTLEMENTS
In front of the constellation of urban elements 
on the territory, it is essential to define a criterion on 
what we consider a settlement, thus being able to 
“clean” the map and start measuring distances and 
areas. In order to do so, we have only considered 
settlements (small groups) to be those where there 
were 5 or more elements in a radius smaller than 
200 m for l’Empordà and Tarragona, and those where 
there were 10 or more elements in the same radius for 
Granollers, due to the average size of its settlements.
There are three major types of settlements 
considered in this piece of work: hierarchized 
settlements, extensive surfaces of similar small 
elements, and small groups. In the first set of 
plans, a colored background was used to enlighten 
hierarchized settlements (especially those that were 
not industrial), thus showing which settlements 
depend on which, at least when it comes to services 
and facilities. The darkest color is, therefore, used for 
the small groups.
Then, and following the distinction mentioned 
above, the areas of each family of settlements have 
been calculated (and so their largest, smallest, and 
average areas). The total area occupied by the sum of 
the three families is also provided. 
Finally, for the hierarchized settlements and the 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements, the 
distances between them has been calculated from 
edge to edge, considering only, for each settlement, 
the two shortest distances to other settlements. 
Finally, the largest distance possible has also been 
taken. Thus, we know the average distance between 
settlements, the shortest and the largest possible 
within each fragment.
Figures 34, 35, 36. Settlements. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, 
Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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3.3.1 UNITS
Vidreres has 59 settlements; 7 of them present 
a hierarchical structure, 8 are extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements, and the rest are small groups. 
Extensive surfaces seem larger than hierarchized 
settlements, despite their sizes being comparable 
(same order of magnitude). Hierarchized settlements 
are located in the center, north and north-east of 
the study area, whereas extensive surfaces are 
mainly located in its south and west edges. Small 
groups seem to appear in a sort of homogeneous 
constellation spread all over the study window. There 
are some industrial areas attached to the three main 
non-monofunctional hierarchized settlements.
Granollers has 33 settlements generally of 
medium and large size. 14 of them are hierarchized, 
13 extensive surfaces, and the rest small groups. 
The counting in this case is more difficult than in the 
previous one as sizes are larger and distances between 
them tend to reduce creating built-up continuums. 
Most hierarchized settlements are located in the 
eastern half of the study window and have long and 
thin shapes, according to the directionality of both 
the physical support and the major infrastructures. 
Extensive surfaces tend to accumulate in the north-
west of the study area and present slightly more 
irregular shapes. When settlements are larger and 
get closer to each other, they seem to swallow up the 
small groups, reducing its number. In this case, there 
is an industrial corridor that links most of the main 
non-monofunctional hierarchized settlements and 
connects them with Granollers.
El Camp de Tarragona has 57 settlements; 15 
of them present a hierarchical structure, 12 are 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements, and the 
rest are small groups. In this case, the sizes of the 
extensive surfaces are considerably larger than those 
of the hierarchical settlements, and there is one main 
extensive surface whose area is approximately similar 
to the addition of all hierarchical settlements. With 
the exception of that one larger extensive surface that 
corresponds to a petrochemical industry, hierarchical 
settlements seem to be grouped in the eastern half 
of the study area, whereas extensive surfaces appear 
on its west side; there is an accumulation of them 
in its bottom right corner. In this case there is no 
hierarchized industrial fabric attached to the main 
settlements, but an independent non-hierarchical 
accumulation of it, in that one extensive surface. 
Different settlements, especially the non-hierarchized 
ones, present different shapes and sizes, and are 
distributed in a more homogeneous way than in the 
previous two case studies.
Thus, when comparing the three study areas we 
can observe that:
▪ There are a comparable number of settlements 
in all three case studies despite presenting clearly 
different attributes, though it seems to reduce in 
Granollers probably due to their accumulation and 
merging around the city.
▪ The number of hierarchized settlements 
and extensive surfaces is similar and increases or 
decreases in the same proportion.
▪ Extensive surfaces are of similar or larger in 
size when compared with hierarchized settlements.
▪ Apparently, both the extensive surfaces and 
the hierarchized settlements tend to group in different 
areas of the study window, whereas the small groups 
appear in a sort of homogeneous constellation spread 
all over the study area.
▪ Normally, industrial areas appear as an 
extension of non-monofunctional hierarchized 
settlements or even building a corridor between 
them, with the exception of the large petrochemical 
industry in El Camp de Tarragona.
▪ In the first two case studies, sizes and shapes 
of the different settlements are more similar and 
comparable, whereas the last presents a more varied 
situation, including some of the smallest and the 
largest urban artifact of the sample
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3.3.2 AREAS
When considering the total areas of the different 
settlements, we can observe that Vidreres only has 
a 12.3 % of its total area occupied, Granollers a 35.6 
% and El Camp de Tarragona a 18.19 %. Thus we see 
that, even in the second case, where the presence 
of the city of Granollers within the study area entails 
larger settlements, there are at least two thirds of its 
total area that remain unbuilt.
In Vidreres, the small groups only entail a 9.8 % 
of its total built-up area, whereas the hierarchized 
settlements occupy a 31.5 %, and its extensive 
surfaces a 58.7 %. As stated above, the first ones are 
spread all over the study area, whereas the second 
ones tend to appear in its center and the third ones in 
the perimeter of the study window.
Granollers has a 4.4 % of its built-up area occupied 
by small groups, a 62 % occupied by hierarchized 
settlements, and a 33.6 % by extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements. There is an accumulation of 
hierarchized settlements in the south-east area of the 
study window in a sort of un-stopped conurbation 
that links Granollers with Barcelona in the south, 
and another accumulation of extensive surfaces 
in its north-west area. In Granollers, the layout of 
settlements is much more compact than in the 
previous case, and it results in a more heterogeneous 
mix in which hierarchized settlements and extensive 
surfaces hardly ever merge.
In Tarragona there is a 12 % of its built-up area 
occupied by small groups, a 34 % by hierarchized 
settlements, and a 54 % by extensive surfaces. In this 
case both small groups and hierarchized settlements 
appear in a sort of homogeneous constellation spread 
all over the study area, whereas extensive surfaces 
are grouped in two main large packs.
From the comparison between the three case 
studies it can be inferred that:
▪ Even in the most built-up and compact case 
(Granollers), at least two thirds of its total area 
remain unbuilt and so they still have a lot of potential 
for future developments, reinforcing the need of a 
thoughtful and multidisciplinary design.
▪ Extensive surfaces seem to occupy larger areas 
than hierarchized settlements.
▪ The area occupied by small groups remains 
stable in all three case studies, whereas the area 
occupied by extensive surfaces increases in the study 
windows which are located further from their closest 
major settlement, doubling the areas occupied by 
hierarchized settlements in Vidreres and El Camp de 
Tarragona.
▪ Proximity to major settlements, just like in 
Granollers, seems to result in fewer small groups and 
a higher presence of large hierarchical settlements, 
which entails greater compactness.
12.29 %
35.6 %
18.19 %
Figure 37. Total areas. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; 
el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
Figure 38. Areas by different settlement type. Vidreres, l’Empordà; 
Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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3.3.3 DISTANCES
In Vidreres, the average distances between 
hierarchized settlements is 1.2 Km, and between 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements of 1.6 
Km. For the first, the longest possible distance without 
crossing any other settlements is 5 Km and 6 Km for 
the second. There are some really long or really short 
distances, but most of them do not differ significantly 
from average.
Granollers presents an average distance between 
hierarchized settlements of about 0.5 Km and of 0.3 
Km between extensive surfaces. Largest possible 
distances for the first group result in 5 Km and 3 
Km for the second. With very little exceptions, most 
distances are rather close to the average.
In El Camp de Tarragona, the average distance 
between both hierarchized settlements and extensive 
surfaces is approximately 1 Km, being their largest 
possible distances 4.5 Km and 5 Km respectively. 
Distances between hierarchized settlements are 
closer to the average than most distances between 
extensive surfaces, which tend to be shorter.
HIERARCHIZED SETTLEMENTS EXTENSIVE SURFACES
Figures 39, 40, 41. Distances by different settlement type. Vidreres, 
l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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Thus, when considering crossing the data obtained 
for the three case studies we observe that:
▪ Average distances between hierarchized 
settlements are ranged between 0.5 and 1.2 Km, and 
distances between extensive surfaces are ranged 
between 0.5 and 1.6 Km.
▪ There is a sort of maximum critical distance for 
which a settlement is always found, being of about 5 
Km.
▪ Whereas maximum distances are very similar 
and do not vary much, their average distances seem 
to vary in direct proportion to the distance to its 
closest major settlement. Thus, Vidreres, which is 
located at approximately 20 Km from Girona and 10 
Km from Lloret de Mar and the coast, presents the 
greatest distances, El Camp de Tarragona, which is 
located less than 5 Km from Tarragona, the second 
and, finally, Granollers, which includes the edge of the 
city of Granollers within the limits of the study area, 
the shortest.
▪ This suggests a sort of gravitation phenomenon 
around major cities which tend to accumulate 
different settlements and shorten distances between 
them. Besides, the common maximum critical 
distance suggests that there is a “net of settlements” 
that characterize these regions and whose size is 
approximately 5 Km.
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3.4 CROSS-DIAGRAMS
Having discussed all these variables separately, 
several of them will be crossed below to outline some 
of the relationships that may help in the understanding 
of its mainly spontaneous nature. 
The basic diagram results from the crossing of the 
pieces of the physical support with the splits of the 
major infrastructures. The largest and smallest plots, 
the different types of settlements and, finally, the nets 
of distances between settlements will be overlapped 
to that basic diagram in different stages to clarify the 
discussion on them.
Thus, in Vidreres and Granollers, where the 
orography is more uneven, we observe that major 
infrastructures tend to follow its directionality, 
whereas in El Camp de Tarragona, where the overall 
area is flatter, the mobility net results in a sort of 
more autonomous and isotropic grid-like structure. 
When adding the largest and smallest plots to the 
basic diagram, two different location patterns can 
be observed. Most of the largest plots coincide with 
some of the largest pieces of the physical support 
(though it is true that some appear in the edges 
between them, coinciding with rivers or streams), 
whereas the smallest seem to appear indistinctly.
When considering the hierarchized settlements, 
they all seem to be located less than 2 Km away from 
the major infrastructures. Besides, they happen to be 
located in the largest pieces of the physical support, 
never in its most fragmented areas, and coinciding 
with the main river basin of the study area. 
When considering the extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements the resulting pattern is totally 
different: they eventually appear further away than 2 
Km from the main infrastructures; they seem to group 
in the most fragmented areas of the physical support 
and seem to be located in secondary and less-visible 
river basins of the study area, hardly ever in the main 
one.
Figure 42. Cross-Diagrams. Physical Support + Main 
infrastructures + Largest and smallest plots + Settlements. Vidreres, 
Granollers, and el Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom.
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When discussing the distances, a blue color has 
been used to identify simple distances between 
hierarchized settlements and a yellow color between 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements. Simple 
distances are here considered as the shortest possible 
distance between two points, indicating, for every 
settlement, the two shortest distances to another 
settlement of the same kind. Afterwards, and using 
a red color, the distances between extensive surfaces 
and hierarchized settlements will be considered. 
These last distances, however, are complex distances, 
for they respond to the possibilities of the existing 
net and to a dependence relationship between one 
another, at least when it comes to services. First, the 
three types of distances will be described separately to 
enable its future crossing and subsequent discussion.
▪ Blue segment: simple distance between 
hierarchized settlements.
▪ Yellow segment: simple distance between 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements.
▪ Red segment: complex distance between 
hierarchized settlements and extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements.
Thus, there are 8 blue segments in Vidreres of 
medium and short length, grouped in its central 
area; 7 yellow segments of similar length grouped in 
three blocks; and 7 red segments of far larger length 
grouped in two blocks. 
Granollers has 20 blue segments of medium and 
really short length. These segments are not grouped, 
but isotropically distributed in its south-east area, 
and shorter segments seem to be the ones which are 
closest to the major infrastructures. It also presents 
17 yellow segments of really short length grouped in 
its north-west area; and 12 red segments of rather 
long length grouped in 5 blocks.
El Camp de Tarragona presents 19 blue segments 
of really homogeneous middle-length distributed in 
a sort of regular net along the study area; 15 yellow 
segments of short length grouped in its south-east 
area; and 14 red segments of mainly long length 
grouped in five blocks, one of which contains 9 of the 
segments.
The information that this data provides will be 
discussed in the following page when crossing the 
different segments and filaments.
Figure 43. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Simple and Complex 
Distances. Vidreres, Granollers, and el Camp de Tarragona from top 
to bottom and left to right.
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In order to deepen into the system of relationships 
and distances between different settlements, the 
actual net between them has been considered. 
Thus, a white dotted line has been used to indicate 
the filaments that connect different hierarchized 
settlements, and a grey dotted line between 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements and those 
hierarchized settlements from whom they depend. 
The thickness of those lines responds to the section 
of the road that connects them.
Thus, we observe only 10 filaments in Vidreres, 
4 in white and 6 in grey, and of medium and long 
length. There is a sort of main cross-like structure in 
the plain close to one of the major infrastructures. 
White filaments are concentrated in the north of the 
study area and grey ones in its south; and the grey 
ones tend to be longer than the white ones.
In Granollers there are 35 filaments, 17 in white 
and 18 in grey, most of them short and some long. 
White filaments are the shortest and the longest, 
and they seem to create horizontal (east-west) 
structures. Grey filaments are of medium length and 
seem to create tree-like structures that follow the 
directionality of the physical support in the north-east 
area of the study window.
Tarragona has 30 medium and long filaments, 17 of 
which are white and 13 are grey. White filaments are 
longer and seem to create three strong north-south 
structures of great continuity, and rather weaker 
east-west structures that result in a sort of grid. Grey 
filaments are much shorter than the white ones and 
are grouped in the south-east of the study area.
When crossing the different segments and 
filaments we can observe that:
▪ Blue and yellow segments hardly ever appear 
in the same area, which implies that hierarchized 
settlements and extensive surfaces tend to group in 
different areas.
▪ There are many more yellow and red segments 
in highly fragmented areas than blue segments, and 
vice versa in the plain, locating the preference of both 
types of settlements in different orographic areas.
▪ Flatter areas present longer filaments and, so, 
larger and more complex structures.
▪ Areas which are really close to major 
infrastructures present short segments but long 
filaments, which implies that there are minor 
settlements that occupy the surroundings of these 
infrastructures. Therefore, the layout of these 
settlements and the filaments that feed them are 
independent.
▪ Yellow segments are generally of medium and 
short size, which implies that extensive surfaces tend 
to accumulate, leaving little free space between them.
▪ Blue segments are of medium length (with a 
few exceptions in Granollers) and more regular than 
the other ones, building more homogeneous and net-
like structures.
▪ Red segments are long, and tend to group 
forming radial structures. This implies that extensive 
surfaces tend to accumulate around the same 
hierarchical settlements, and appear further away 
from them than from the other extensive surfaces.
Figure 44. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Filaments + Crossing 
Distances. Vidreres, Granollers, and el Camp de Tarragona from top 
to bottom and left to right.
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4 THREE FOLLOWING CASE STUDIES 
In order to make the sample broader, this second 
approach to the question includes three new case 
studies along the Spanish Eastern coast outside 
Catalunya. The procedure followed to find them is the 
same as in the three previous cases. All of them will 
be discussed in a north-south order.
The first one, Sant Joan de Moró, was found by 
looking for Castelló’s echoes in the region. It has a 
strong water system that includes a large swamp and 
one of the main rivers that feeds Castelló: Millars. 
The selected window is located in the middle-upper 
course of the river, less than 15 Km away from the 
coast, and less than 10 Km away from Castelló. Its 
settlements and the important presence of industrial 
fabric somehow represent the end of the direct area 
of influence of Castelló’s metropolitan area, since 
from there on it dissipates.
The second one, Crevillent, is located in Alacant. 
There is no main river course, like in the previous case 
study, but a more complex water system that consists 
of a net of water canals following the mountain-sea 
direction and its perpendicular. The chosen window 
includes part of a major mountain system and two 
different swamps, one on the edge of the mountains, 
representing the beginning of the water canals net, 
and another one in the south-east, being part of a two 
major swamp transition to the sea. The area is located 
less than 10 Km away from the coast, and less than 2 
Km away from Elche. There is a major settlement on 
the top of the study area, Crevillent, with its industrial 
fabric, and a massive constellation of houses with 
vegetable gardens spread all over the region.
The last one, Gañuelas, is located in Murcia. 
It presents a minor water system that includes a 
river course which feeds Puerto de Mazarrón and 
its main tributary within the selected window. The 
study area is located in the middle-upper course of 
the river, less than 10 Km away from the coast (and 
Puerto de Mazarrrón), and less than 35 Km away from 
Cartagena. It presents a mixture of green houses 
and golf housing and facilities that seem to respond 
both to the agricultural potential of the site and the 
influence of the coast and its tourism.
Figures 45, 46, 47. 65x65 Km location plans. Infrastructures 
and orography. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; 
Gañuelas, Murcia. 
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Most of the information suggested in these 
paragraphs will be detailed throughout the different 
approaches. However, the most relevant information 
when considering this first general approach is 
summarized below.
▪ These three cases present clearly different 
attributes, as so did the three in Catalunya. Despite 
this, they are all located less than 15 Km away from the 
coast and under the influence of a major settlement, 
stronger in some cases and weaker in others. 
▪ All of them present a mixture of different 
urban elements, a diverse patchwork of different 
settlements, infrastructures, agricultural fields, 
greenhouses and swamps, among others.
▪ Sant Joan de Moró and Crevillent seem to 
present a denser and more homogeneous net of 
infrastructures than Gañuelas does, and so there are 
more and larger settlements.
▪ Whereas the 9x9 Km study area of Crevillent, 
it includes a strong south-west to north-east 
infrastructural corridor between two major 
settlements, Sant Joan de Moró and Gañuelas 
represent slightly weaker echoes of major settlements 
by the coast line to the hinterland.
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4.1 PHYSICAL SUPPORT
It is important to know to which extent the 
physical support is determining to establish cross-
correlation between the different cases. Thus, the 
same procedure detailed in the previous case studies 
was followed to obtain the needed data and to come 
to its geometric simplification, which constitutes the 
basis for the final Cross-Diagrams. This simplification 
seems useful to better understand its patches and its 
basic structure. 
However, the data used for these three new case 
studies was obtained from the IGN, not from ICC, in 
which the level of detail resulting in the 3D models is 
greater. Consequently, the precision of its geometric 
simplification is higher and so the number of patches 
also rises. Nevertheless, the relative deviation 
between one another is similar to the one observed 
in the previous three cases. This suggests that the 
information obtained would be, if not similar, at least 
comparable if the data were obtained from the same 
source.
4.1.1 PIECES
Sant Joan de Moró presents 99 patches, 62 if we 
consider the main ones. These main patches have 
been selected by not considering soft topography 
areas. Valleys and ridges that do not make clear 
changes of plane (which appear lighter on the map) 
are considered to be soft topography. Those patches 
are the ones that have not been taken into account 
for the second counting. The different patches are 
organized in 28 river basins, draining into the main 
central one and its swamp in a hierarchical structure. 
The fragments present two different size orders: 
bigger patches in the central flat area of about a 
tenth of the total area each, and smaller and quite 
similar patches on the slope of the mountain. The 
topography builds a sort of “clearing” flat area in the 
center of the window, surrounded by smaller pieces of 
higher slope, especially in the south-east and north-
west area. The water structure creates a certain north 
to south directionality whilst the “clearing” builds a 
south-west to north-east one.
Crevillent presents 70 patches, 57 if we consider 
the main ones by following the criteria stated 
above. The study area presents two clearly different 
patterns: an area of approximately a third of the total 
in the north formed by several small patches with 
steep slopes, and a huge flat patch that occupies the 
rest of the area. There are 25 minor river basins in 
the mountain, some of them draining to a swamp at 
the edge of the slope area, and some resulting in 10 
domesticized rivers-canals in the plane. The plain has 
no dominant river basin, and its flat condition enables 
a secondary structure of water canals perpendicular 
to its domesticized rivers. This results in an orthogonal 
grid of water systems which suggests that, in this 
case, water should be considered as an infrastructure 
rather than an element of its basic morphology. These 
two clearly differentiated areas create a marked edge 
on the top of the study area that contains the first 
swamp. The grid of canals connects that swamp with 
a bigger one at the south-east of the window.
Gañuelas is divided in 83 patches, 55 if we con-
sider the main ones. Unlike the previous case, there 
is no clear division between areas that present a very 
different morphology. The patchwork is more homo-
geneous, its fragments are smaller and even though 
some are middle-sized and some are small, there is 
a soft transition between one another. The largest 
patches (less than a tenth of the total area) are always 
located by the two main rivers. All of them are orga-
nized in 29 river basins draining to the main central 
one or its main tributary in a hierarchical structure, 
even though there is no great difference between 
them or the sizes of their river basins. The slope is 
greater in the east and west of the study area, and so 
the patches are smaller. There is a minor mountain 
structure that connects the west and east slope areas 
and divides the two main river basins.
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This information will not only help build the final 
cross-diagrams and seek for a relation between the 
Networks, the Settlements and Landscape Ecology 
with its basic morphology, but it also provides a sense 
of measure when considering Spanish Mediterranean 
inlands. 
▪ Thus, we observe a number of patches always 
ranged between 55 and 65 and a number of river 
basins ranged between 25 and 30, despite presenting 
clearly different attributes, and the different resultant 
shapes of its patches even having similar areas.
▪ Different pieces seem to tend to group 
according to its size, resulting in a heterogeneous 
mixture in which its most fragmented areas appear in 
the perimeter of the study area.
▪ Crevillent presents a clearly larger patch, 
whereas the others are more fragmented. Despite 
this, when considering the three of them, the 
resulting patchwork seems highly fragmented and 
mainly made of middle-sized patches.
▪ Patches are organized around their main river 
basins, resulting in different dominant directionalities 
that have been described in each case. The level 
of fragmentation and the directionality of their 
layout help build “landscaped territories”, in which 
orographic elements are always present.
Figure 51. Physical support diagrams. Sant Joan de Moró, 
Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, Murcia. 
Figures 48, 49, 50. Orography and 3D modelings. Sant Joan de 
Moró, Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, Murcia. 
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4.2 NETWORKS
Prior to the following trials, the basic network plans 
for all three case studies were made by following the 
same drawing criteria detailed in the previous three 
case studies. The first approach to the question (4.2.1 
Splits) was already used and described previously, and 
will provide general information on its patches, while 
taking into account only their major infrastructures 
(those which represent a cut on the territory). The 
resulting drawing will also be used to build the 
final Cross-Diagrams. The second approach to the 
question (4.2.2 Porosity and Permeability) represents 
a new variable that has not been tested before in this 
study. This methodology used, which has drawn from 
the work done by Bernardo Secchi and Paola Viganò 
on the Grand Paris (Secchi & Viganò, 2008), will be 
detailed and presented below and will include El 
Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona, as a case study.
4.2.1 SPLITS
Sant Joan de Moró is divided into 3 unequal parts. 
The main one occupies more than half of the area, 
and it is located in the west side of the region. The 
edges of the different patches are more winding 
than in the other case studies, probably due to its 
orography and the fact that there are neither trains 
nor high-speed trains.
Crevillent is divided into 8 patches, two of them 
that represent most of the area and six of them of 
a rather small portion. The main one, on the north-
west corner, occupies approximately half the study 
area. The second one, on the south-east corner, 
occupies approximately a quarter of the total area. 
The infrastructures are set building a south-west to 
north-east corridor, leaving the other six small patches 
in between. The approximate distances between 
infrastructures are ranged between 0.2 and 2 Km.
Gañuelas is divided into 3 very unequal parts. The 
main one occupies two thirds of the total study area 
and is located in the east. The second largest patch 
occupies approximately a quarter of the total area 
and the third a really small portion. There is just one 
main infrastructure that divides vertically the main 
patch from the second, and a train that echoes its 
shape and cuts the third patch out of the second in 
the west side of the window. The distance between 
both infrastructures is approximately 2 Km.
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The follow lines present a brief summary and 
comparison of the information presented in this 
section:
▪ We can observe that the proximity of each 
study case to its closer major settlement entails a 
higher presence of major networks. Thus, we see that 
there are 8 patches in Crevillent, which is located right 
next to Elche (2 Km), whether there are 3 in Sant Joan 
de Moró which is located 10 km away from Castelló, 
and 3 in Gañuelas, which is located 35 Km away from 
Cartagena. 
▪ However, the infrastructures observed in 
Crevillent are grouped, so the total number of patches 
rises but there are still two main patches whose area 
is greater than two thirds of the total. Besides, we 
appreciate no difference in the number of patches 
(and so the presence of major infrastructures) 
between Sant Joan de Moró and Gañuelas, despite 
the second one is three and a half times further away 
than the other one from the closest major settlement. 
▪ Infrastructures, when more than one, seem to 
tend to echo each other and group creating a sort of 
infrastructural corridors.
▪ Distances between infrastructures in those 
corridors are ranged between 0.2 and 2 Km. When 
more infrastructures appear they seem to tend to 
accumulate within those 2 Km, reducing the average 
distance between infrastructures.
The data obtained in this analysis, when it comes 
to patches and distances, is very similar to the data 
obtained in the previous three Catalan case studies. 
Figure 55. Infrastructural splits diagram. Sant Joan de Moró, 
Castelló; Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, Murcia. 
Figures 52, 53, 54. Infrastructures. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; 
Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, Murcia. 
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4.2.2 POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY 
In the previous chapter, the consideration of the 
other “osmotic” layers led to a discussion on the sizes 
of the plots within its fabric, i.e. the stretches of land 
surrounded by infrastructures. In this approach, the 
reading of the work done by Bernardo Sechi and Paola 
Viganò on the Grand Paris, suggested the possibility 
of analyzing the porosity and permeability of these 
collage-areas to better understand their nature and 
their functioning. The approach used here is closer 
to the medical or mathematical one, as it seeks to 
interpret the networks of the studied landscapes as 
an organism, as an irrigation system and its fluids. 
“Nos recherches sur la porosité, la connectivité et 
la perméabilité montrent que l’obstacle majeur, encore 
une fois, est la difficulté de sortir d’un imaginaire pour 
lequel l’ordre, dans tous les domaines, coïncide avec 
la hiérarchie: hiérarchie des espaces verts, des cours 
d’eau, des infrastructures de la mobilité, des lieux 
centraux et de la sociabilité, etc.”  (Secchi & Viganò, 
2008, p. 8 LV1)
“Tous ces modèles conceptualisent la directrice 
du flux (ligne du métro, chemin de fer, autoroute, ou 
partie du réseau routier urbain) comme un tuyau, ou 
canal avec des bords imperméables, qui connecte 
une origine et une destination. On entre et on sort du 
tuyau par des robinets (station métro, gare des trains, 
échangeur, carrefour…). 
Mais la ville et le territoire sont irrigués par des 
réseaux capillaires qui ont avec leur contexte et tout 
au long des leurs parois, un rapport osmotique. 
Dans la ville poreuse, les relations osmotiques sont 
importantes; la compacité les réduit ou les élimine. 
Modéliser l’éponge nous oblige à contacter d’autres 
domaines disciplinaires (souvent liés à la médecine), 
notamment des mathématiciens spécialisés dans le 
domaine de la dynamique des fluides. Le produit de 
cette réflexion peut-être la base d’une interprétation 
innovante de la métropole du XXIème siècle où 
écologie, mobilité et habitat trouvent leur confluence.” 
(Secchi & Viganò, 2008, p. 25 LV1)
Figures 56, 57. Porosity and Permeability. El Camp de Tarragona
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It is true that the metropolitan area of Paris 
presents a situation that differs significantly from 
our Mediterranean inlands. Nevertheless, not only 
the methodology used to analyze its porosity and 
permeability could be useful, but also its use as 
an interpretation of the 21st century metropolis. 
This complex reality of patches and disaggregated 
elements and these landscapes that admit from mega-
advertising and kitchen gardens to high-speed trains 
and industrial fabric, although with many differences 
among them, may have some relevant elements in 
common.
Down below the methodology used to build the 
porosity and permeability plans will be detailed:
The porosity is here defined as the area occupied 
by the nets divided by the total area of the studied 
stretch of land. The 9x9 Km windows have been divided 
into nine 3x3 Km patches. Those are considered the 
Microscopic Elementary Cells (REV) (Secchi & Viganò, 
2008) for which the porosity has been calculated.
The procedure followed to build the permeability 
ellipses is not fully detailed on the published 
document about the Grand Paris, so there might 
be minor differences between the one used in that 
research and the one detailed below. Besides, the 
lack of technological resources has entailed a more 
manual approach.
From the reading of the work done by Secchi 
and Viganò, it can be inferred that the procedure 
followed to build the permeability ellipses consists of 
a mathematical simulator that irrigates the net with 
liquid. The liquid, when put under pressure, not only 
takes different ways according to the cross-section 
of the ducts, but also eludes redundant and less-
efficient paths. The resultant plan is then simplified 
to a 0º, 90º, 45º and -45º geometric scheme, so the 
different filaments become vectors that can be added. 
Once weighted accordingly to their cross-section and 
added, these vectors result in two non-perpendicular 
axes. They form a pair of conjugate diameters of the 
permeability ellipse, which can be used to find its 
main axes. In the ellipses presented in this study the 
visible axes are not the main ones, but their conjugate 
diameters, and they have been drawn for each REV.
Both variables (porosity and permeability) need 
to be considered together, as they do not necessarily 
present a direct correlation. For example, if we think 
of material properties, a cork would present high 
porosity and no permeability at all, which implies 
that the shape and position of the pores define its 
permeability. 
This study has been carried out in El Camp de 
Tarragona, Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; 
and Gañuelas, Múrcia. Crevillent has not been 
considered in this approach, but it may be included 
in future papers. 
These are, in a different scale, the total weighted lengths of vertical, 
horizontal, +45º and -45º segments. These last two vectors are 
added to obtain a “vertical” and “horizontal” resultant vector.
+45º and -45º vectors are added to obtain a “vertical” and 
“horizontal” resultant vector. Those resulting vectors are then added 
to the vertical and horizontal ones.
The vectors resulting from the addition mentioned above are 
not perpendicular, and therefore they cannot be the axes of the 
permeability ellipse. However, if they are considered its conjugate 
diameters, an ellipse that goes through their extremes can be found.
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El Camp de Tarragona presents a porosity ranged 
between 1.66 % and 3.26 %. Its approximate average 
porosity is 2.5 %. The south-west part of the study 
area presents greater porosity than the north-east 
one. This could be due to its proximity to Tarragona, 
its closest major settlement. An increase in porosity 
is also observed around the major infrastructures 
as they have wider cross-sections, and also around 
its hierarchized settlements (defined in the previous 
chapter). In general, the ellipses in el Camp de 
Tarragona are big and round-shaped, which implies 
that this is a permeable and isotropic territory. The 
REV’s with lower porosity (around 1.8 %) present the 
most round-shaped ellipses and therefore the most 
isotropic stretches of land. The ones that have an 
intermediate porosity (around 2.7 %) present a slightly 
higher permeability in the north-south axis, but an 
appreciably lower permeability in the perpendicular 
one. The greatest porosity is observed at REV 7, but 
its permeability rises only in the north-west to south-
east axis. Proximity to major infrastructures seems to 
result in greater porosity, a slightly higher permeability 
parallel to the infrastructure’s axis, and an appreciably 
lower permeability in its perpendicular axis. This case 
study presents a dense primary and secondary net 
homogeneously distributed all over the region, which 
results in a very permeable and isotropic landscape 
with a slightly north-south directionality and two 
exceptions in its bottom corners.
Sant Joan de Moró’s porosity is ranged between 
0.54 % and 1.72 %, being 0.95 % its approximate 
average. It is sensibly lower than the one observed 
in the previous case, probably due to its greater 
distance to its closest major settlement and the 
coast. Greater porosity is observed where major 
infrastructures are located and the greatest where 
the main hierarchized settlement is (REV 1). Thus, 
highest porosities are observed in the north-west to 
south-east axis, following the main infrastructures 
and the industrial fabric mentioned in chapter 2, 
and the lowest are observed in the opposite corners. 
Permeability ellipses present different shapes and 
small and middle sizes, which implies that this is an 
anisotropic territory. In this case, unlike the previous 
one, there is a correlation between porosity and 
permeability. The central REV is also the center of the 
infrastructural axis and so it presents the ellipse with 
the most elongated shape. All REV around REV 1, the 
one that contains the main hierarchized settlement, 
present greater permeability in its radial directions. 
REVs 1 and 9, both ends of the infrastructural and 
industrial corridor, present the most round-shaped 
ellipses and so the most isotropic areas. This case 
study presents very little secondary net and a primary 
net heterogeneously distributed that result in an 
anisotropic territory with a clear north-west to south-
east directionality.
Gañuelas presents a porosity ranged between 
0.51 % and 1.52 %. Its approximate average porosity 
is 1 %. Greater porosity is observed around the main 
infrastructures but not around the main (and nearly 
the only) settlement (non-hierarchized). Thus, it is 
more porous in its borders than in its central area. 
In general, the permeability ellipses are small and 
middle-sized and different in shape, which implies 
that this is anisotropic territory. There is a reasonable 
correlation between porosity and permeability, even 
though it increases directionally. Proximity to the 
main infrastructures results in greater permeability 
in its parallel direction, but not in its perpendicular. 
The smallest ellipse does not correspond to the 
lowest porosity but to the second last (0.70 %) and 
it is located in the central REV, where the largest 
settlement is located. This case study presents very 
little primary and secondary net heterogeneously 
distributed, especially in its central area, which results 
in an anisotropic and not very permeable territory 
with a slight south-east to north directionality.
Even though the three case studies analyzed above 
present clear differences, there are some elements 
that may help provide a sense of measure and enable 
a comparison. 
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▪ Thus, the porosity is ranged between 0.52 % 
and 3.26 %, being more similar in the cases that are 
further from their closets major settlements (Sant 
Joan de Moró, 0.54/1.72% and Gañuelas, 0.51/1.52 
%) and reaching higher numbers in the one that 
is right next to Tarragona (El Camp de Tarragona, 
1.66/3.26%). 
▪ According to the data obtained, porosity seems 
to increase when approaching a major settlement; not 
only to the one within the study area, but to a large 
city within its 65x65 location window. Thus, one of 
the southern REV’s of El Camp de Tarragona (closest 
to Tarragona itself) presents the highest porosity with 
a 3.26 %.
▪ It can also be inferred from the previous 
analysis, as stated in the introduction of this chapter, 
that porosity and permeability do not necessarily 
present a direct correlation as the shape and 
disposition of the pores affects its permeability. Thus, 
in some cases the presence of major infrastructures 
or a certain layout of its osmotic nets results in greater 
porosity but not in greater permeability.
▪ Major infrastructures seem to considerably 
increase porosity, but whereas they tend to slightly 
increase permeability in its parallel direction, they 
tend to reduce it considerably in its perpendicular 
one.
▪ There seems to be a basic net in all three case 
studies that leaves no REV blank. Apparently, there 
is a common length in most of their ellipses (in one 
axis or another, being the largest or the smallest). 
When porosity and permeability rise, normally due 
to the presence of a major infrastructure, they do it 
directionally, but in many cases the other direction 
maintains that length. This suggests a concept of an 
underlying network, a basic structure that responded 
to the orography of the site and is now subject to 
the tensions and magnetism of its overlapped larger 
infrastructures and new facilities. That length could 
represent the measuring of this previous underlying 
network, a concept that could be explored and 
evaluated in future papers.
Figures 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61. Porosity and Permeability. 
El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; 
Gañuelas, Murcia. From top to bottom and left to right.
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4.3 SETTLEMENTS 
Even though there are no new variables studied 
in this chapter, it seemed important to collect basic 
information concerning the settlements from the 
three new case studies. Thus, we will be able to 
compare them, broaden the sample, and will have 
valuable information that might help building the 
final cross-diagrams. In order to build these plans, 
the same definition provided in the previous chapter 
for the three types of settlements and the drawing 
criteria was used.
4.3.1 UNITS
Sant Joan de Moró has 17 settlements according to 
the selection criteria. 4 of them present a hierarchized 
structure and only 2 of them are not monofunctional 
(non-industrial). There are also 3 small groups and 10 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements. The two 
main hierarchized (non-monofunctional) settlements 
are distant, located at the top-left and middle-right of 
the window, and present a round-shape. The other 
two hierarchized industrial settlements build a linear 
corridor between one another. From the extensive 
surfaces of small similar elements, three of them are 
homogeneously distributed in the south-east of the 
study area, under the industrial corridor, while the 
rest are condensed in the south-east corner of the 
window. The shortest distances between settlements 
are observed in this last group of extensive surfaces, 
whereas the largest is observed between the two 
hierarchized non-monofunctional settlements.
Crevillent offers a specific casuistry. There is 
a massive constellation of houses with vegetable 
gardens that occupies most of the study area. If we 
consider it to be a huge and extensive surface of small 
similar elements overlaying the rest of the area and 
its settlements, we may be able to come to the same 
counting. Thus, there are 6 settlements. 3 of them 
present a hierarchized structure and only one is not 
monofunctional (industrial). The other two build a 
tentacle-like structure around the main settlement, 
Crevillent, in the east, south and south-west axes. This 
massive extensive surface presents clear differences 
from the ones considered in previous case studies: 
Figures 62, 63, 64. Settlements. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; 
Crevillent, Alacant; Gañuelas, Murcia. 
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The explained information on settlements of 
the three case studies is summed up and compared 
below:
▪ Thus, it seems that Mediterranean open 
regionalism can include from industrial corridors 
to old hierarchized settlements, massive extensive 
surfaces of small similar elements organized around 
golf facilities or a constellation of houses with kitchen 
gardens spread all over the land.
▪ Whereas in the first two case studies, 
hierarchized settlements seem to dominate, whilst 
in the third it is an extensive surface of small similar 
elements which occupies most of its built-up land.
▪ Monofunctional-industrial hierarchized settlements 
seem to organize around certain major infrastructures, 
resulting in tentacle-like or linear structures around 
a major hierarchized settlement or even connecting 
two of them.
▪ Despite presenting different relationships with 
their closest major cities and different dominant types 
of settlements, they all present a similar number of 
small groups. These groups need to be considered, 
as they may be the seed of future and unexpected 
growths. 
Despite not having studied the Areas and Distances 
variables for these three new case studies, including 
their different settlements in the final Cross-Diagrams 
may help find relationships between their location 
and the basic morphology of the site or its ecological 
values, or between their structure and their porosity 
and permeability. These questions, like many others, 
could be used to outline some of the patterns that 
lie underneath many of the un-planned actions that 
have built our contemporary mosaic.
its house and vegetable garden structure entail a 
lower density. Thus, the distances between its basic 
built units vary from 0.2 to 1 Km. Despite this, there 
are two other and smaller extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements: one that clearly responds to 
a unitary project, at the bottom of the window, and 
another one by the lake, where the accumulation of 
houses that respond to the first pattern have resulted 
in a more conventional and less permeable extensive 
settlement.
Gañuelas has 7 very unequal settlements. There 
is only 1 that presents a hierarchized structure, 4 
of them are small groups, from rural chapels to 
farm houses that have grown, and the other 2 are 
extensive surfaces of small similar elements. The only 
hierarchized one is located at the bottom left of the 
window and it is rather small (less than a tenth of the 
biggest extensive surface). The extensive surfaces of 
small similar elements occupy the biggest patch of 
the area, much more than all the other settlements. 
The smallest is located at the bottom right of the 
window, whereas the other occupies its center. The 
one in the center has been built around a golf facility, 
and its different parts seem to respond to different 
periods of growth around the fields.
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type of cover. At this point, it seemed important to 
process this data in order to obtain information about 
the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the total area, 
but also of each REV, as this would also help clarifying 
the grain of its mixture.
To obtain information about the total area, the 
Standard Deviation (SD) of each type of land cover 
in the different REVs was calculated. SD is used to 
quantify the amount of variation or dispersion of 
a set of data values, and it shows the difference 
between each percentage and the mean value. This 
is weighted afterwards by relativizing it to the average 
percentage, so a percentage that changes 1 out of 2 
presents a higher deviation than one that changes 
1 out of 10. This is called the Relative Standard 
Deviation (RSD). Finally, each RSD is weighted so every 
cover has a relative Deviation according to the area 
that it represents. The weighted RSDs generated are 
added to obtain an overall value that represents the 
general level of homogeneity of the whole study case. 
The lowest values represent a more homogeneous 
landscape (less varied considering the total area) 
whether the highest a more heterogeneous one.
This information is useful, but it does not provide 
information on the grain of its mixture, as one of 
the cases could show a heterogeneous distribution 
but distributed in big patches, resulting in very 
homogeneous REVs. Thus, a second set of SD and RSD 
is calculated for each REV. In this case, the comparison 
is established between the percentages shown by 
different land covers within the same REV instead of 
comparing data of the same land cover in different 
REVs. This RSD, included in the plans, provides 
information on the level of mixture on a scale from 0 
to 300, being 0 the most heterogeneous one (where 
all land covers appear in a similar proportion) and 300 
the most homogeneous.
Finally, to build the edges plan a new drawing 
criterion has been used: a square grid represents 
agriculture, crosses represent scrubs, dots represent 
pastures, and dense dots woods. Red lines are used to 
represent urban borders and black the natural ones 
between forests and the rest. The width of the border 
changes according to its structural gradation and so 
its ecological value. Thus, a long black line represents 
a gentle transition between tree, bush, and grass or 
agriculture field. To better understand the structure 
and importance of its fragments, these plans have 
been complemented by orthophotos of the 65 x 65 
Km location plan. 
This study has been carried out in El Camp de 
Tarragona, Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló; 
Crevillent, Alacant; and Gañuelas, Múrcia.
4.4 LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY
It seems important to consider the attributes 
and spatial organization of the different natural and 
agricultural open spaces when approaching these 
Mediterranean collage landscapes, for beauty and 
ecological values (and others) may adopt a decisive 
role in their design. To carry out this first approach 
to landscape ecology, Richard T.T. Forman’s teachings 
included in Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape 
Architecture and Land-Use Planning have been 
crucial. Concepts such as mosaics, patches or edges, 
or the values of mixture and structural transition of 
its borders are taken from there, and will be detailed 
in each case.
Thus, the first approach to the question is 
concerned about its patches, and the second of 
its edges. For the first one, the same REV’s used in 
the Porosity and Permeability chapter will be used 
to calculate the areas of its different patches. Some 
mathematical-statistical have been used to process 
the resulting data in order to help orienting the 
view and emphasizing some of their non-obvious 
attributes. 
The methodology used in both approaches will be 
detailed down below:
First, all data concerning the land cover was 
downloaded from CORINE land cover project. It 
provides information on its natural, agricultural and 
urban uses. This information was crossed with the 3D 
models of each area, which results in the first set of 
plans that provide general information on all the case 
studies.
Second, to build the patches plan, a drawing 
criterion was established: only the agricultural 
and natural covers were considered and they 
were divided following a structural gradation. This 
structural gradation does not provide information 
on the particular use of every stretch of land, but on 
the height of its covering observed in a cross-section 
(a woods area is structurally different from scrubs 
or pastures). For each REV there is a generic cross-
section with its legend and the percentage of each 
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4.4.1 PATCHES
El Camp de Tarragona, as we have seen in previous 
studies on its settlements, has an 18 % of its total 
area occupied by settlements and infrastructures. 
The other 82 % is divided in a 55 % of agricultural 
uses and a 27 % of other natural covers. It is a 
relatively homogeneous case considering the total 
area (weighted RSD 69) because in most of its REVs 
we can find presence of the different land covers. 
There is a clear predominance of woody crops (30%) 
and a large area occupied by woods (14 %), and so 
the most characteristic image of this landscape 
would be that of fruit and olive trees merged with 
eventual patches of forest. The bigger patches 
observed correspond precisely to woody crops and 
forests, apart from the urban. Despite being relatively 
homogeneous, there is a certain polarization in its 
distribution, more agricultural land in its north-west 
and more forestry in its south-east. This area presents 
extremes within its distribution, having one of the 
most homogeneous (monofunctional) areas in the 
top left of the window (REV 1 – RSD 201) and the most 
mixed and heterogeneous in its center (REV 5 – RSD 
58). Apparently, this moment of encounter between 
the big agricultural area on the top-left corner and 
the forestry one on the bottom right corner results 
in greater variety and a more equitable proportion of 
each land cover.
Sant Joan de Moró has a 15 % of its total area 
occupied by settlements and infrastructures. The 
other 85 % is divided in a 30 % of agricultural uses and 
a 55 % of other natural covers. Like in the previous 
case, it is relatively homogeneous if we consider the 
total area (weighted RSD 70). Its main land covers 
are more similar in percentage, being the woody 
crops the largest (22 %), pastures the second (18 
%) and the mixture of trees and bushes the third 
(14 %). Agricultural lands are relatively condensed 
in the south-east and north-east corner, where the 
biggest patch (of woody crops) is located. The other 
agricultural lands, pastures and forests present smaller 
patches, more similar in size and shape merged in 
a homogeneous way. This distribution results in a 
“homogeneous heterogeneity”, where 6 of its REVs 
present an RSD inferior to 120. The resulting mosaic 
Figures 69, 70. Landscape Ecology: patches. El Camp de 
Tarragona, Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
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is compound of small and middle-sized patches with 
no great dominances, being more varied than in the 
previous case.
Crevillent has a 31 % of its total area occupied by 
neither non-agricultural nor natural land covers. It is 
important to highlight that, in this case, the specific 
condition of its huge extensive surface of small similar 
elements, la huerta valenciana, may distort the data. 
It could not be considered built up land as most of 
its area is dedicated to agricultural uses. However, 
this may only affect this general percentage and all 
the REVs in the same way, so the rest of the analysis 
can be carried out. The other 69 % is divided in 33 % 
of agricultural uses and a 36 % of other natural land 
covers. It is the most heterogeneous and polarized 
case study if we consider the total area and it presents 
the highest weighted RSD (weighted RSD 103). 
Pastures are its main land cover (20 %) and, despite 
a major patch located in its north-east corner, they 
are homogeneously distributed all over the study 
area. There is also a large area occupied by a mixture 
of woods and bushes (15 %) and woody crops (11%). 
Forestry and natural areas are condensed in the 
northern mountainous area (first three REVs) whether 
the agricultural are spread all over the rest and mixed 
with pastures. Forestry patches are far larger than 
agricultural ones. Crevillent, the main settlement, is 
located right in the edge between the plain and the 
mountain slope, and so between the woods and the 
fields. The swamp located in the south-east corner of 
the window also presents an important proportion of 
water vegetation. It is the most heterogeneous and 
polarized case study and it shows a clear edge between 
the agricultural fields and the woods (between REVs 1 
to 3 and 4 to 9). Consequently, its REVs present some 
of the most homogeneous (monofunctional) covers, 
being its forestry area at REV2 the highest (RSD 218) 
and having six of them above RSD 120, two above RSD 
200.
Figures 71, 72. Landscape Ecology: patches. Crevillent, Alacant; 
Gañuelas, Murcia.
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Gañuelas has a 14 % of its total area occupied by 
settlements and infrastructures, very similar to the 
percentage obtained in El Camp de Tarragona (and 
even though the original orthophoto suggested a 
much lower area of built-up land). The other 86 % 
is divided in a 60 % of agricultural uses and a 26 % 
of other natural covers. It is the most homogeneous 
case study when considering the total area (weighted 
RSD 61). Its main land covers are the most similar in 
proportion, being the pastures the largest (24 %), 
arable crops the second (22 %), and various crops and 
mixture of crops and pasture the third (13 % each), 
and so the most characteristic image of this landscape 
would be that of short vegetation combined in an 
extensive patchwork of sandy and grey-green tones. 
The agricultural land is condensed in the north area 
of the site (REVs 1 to 3), but more homogeneously 
combined with pastures in the rest of the area. The 
first approach through the orthophoto suggested 
a much more homogeneous (monofunctional) 
distribution of its covers. It is true that it presents high 
RSD values (5 of its REVs have RSD above 120), but its 
highest RSD is 157, far lower than the highest in all the 
other case studies. Besides, its different patches are 
greater in average size than in the previous cases, but 
more similar one another. It is, therefore, a landscape 
of a certain homogeneity (though less than it might 
seem at first sight), but no extreme distributions (no 
really monofunctional REVs nor really heterogeneous 
ones). 
The following lines condense and cross the 
information obtained on land covers in the four 
different case studies:
▪ Thus, we observe that the total area occupied 
by settlements and infrastructures is ranged between 
14 % and 30 %, and that there is an important 
presence of agriculture fields ranged between 30 % 
and 60 %. 
▪ If we consider the different covers, in most cases 
agriculture (woody crops or arable crops) represents 
the greatest percentage, followed by woods or 
pastures (natural covers). Gañuelas is the only case 
in which a natural cover (pastures) represents the 
highest value, but it is followed by agriculture fields. 
▪ Despite this, there seems to be a certain 
balance between natural and agricultural lands and 
there is no clear dominance of any type of land cover, 
as the highest percentages are ranged between 20 % 
and 30 %, and the second highest between 15 % and 
25 % approximately. 
▪ The resultant landscape is therefore a sort of 
varied patchwork of small and middle-sized fields, 
orchards, pastures and woods, where the largest 
patches happen to be the urban ones.
▪ Even differently spatially organized, this 
mixture results in patches that differ in size and 
shape, but whose variation is still limited (comprised 
within the given range of RSDs ) which implies that, 
for example, there is no REV with less than 5 different 
types of land covers. 
The Valley Section that Patrick Geddes suggested 
at the beginning of the 20st century is now modified. 
There seems to be new changing orders that have 
resulted in our contemporary mosaic, modifying the 
valley and the city at the same time, for the very entity 
of the city, as Geddes already explained, depends on 
its territory. This suggests an interesting approach to 
the landscape ecology topic throughout the study of 
these modified (and modifying) sections of the valley 
that may be undertaken in future studies.
4.4.2 EDGES
El Camp de Tarragona is between a large agricultural 
area located in the north-west of the study area and a 
secondary forestry area in its south-east. This forestry 
area seems to be part of an old major forest system by 
the coast-line that has decayed. Between a third and 
a half of its current size appears inside the window 
study. There is a weak connection between the two 
main patches of forest within the study area due to 
an accumulation of small settlements in its south-
east corner, hindering the connection with the rest 
of the forestry system. There is certain permeability 
in the north-south direction even though the river 
builds a rather weak ecological connectivity corridor 
as it is echoed by several infrastructures and a 
major extensive industrial settlement. There is no 
permeability in the east-west direction as these 
same infrastructures parallel to the river act as a 
barrier. The study area can be explained through the 
clash between the southern woods system and the 
northern agricultural area. Its central areas, where 
the clash can be most clearly observed, the patches 
are smaller and more merged with each other, and 
the tension between middle-sized and small forestry 
patches seem to foster the presence of edges with 
structural gradation.
Sant Joan de Moró is located in a sort of “clearing” 
in between both the woods and the mountains. It 
is a plain area surrounded by forests and separated 
from the major plain where Castelló is located by 
two different mountain systems. In the “strait” that 
connects both plains through the river is where the 
swamp is located. There are several middle-sized 
forest patches in the south of the study area that 
connect two major mountainous-forestry systems at 
both east and west of the window. There are several 
small settlements located in its south-east corner 
that hinder that connection. There is a more compact 
forestry area in the north of the study area that belongs 
to the same system. There is very little permeability 
in the north-south axis due to the infrastructures 
and its parallel industrial corridor, with the exception 
of the river basin, yet accompanied with very little 
vegetation. There is a much greater permeability 
in the west-east axis despite the presence of small 
settlements in its bottom right corner. Forestry 
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patches and the agricultural ones (even the urban) in 
the south-west of the study area are middle-sized and 
of similar shape, allowing a more mixed and complex 
mosaic.
Crevillent is at the edge of a large mountainous-
forestry system and an even larger agricultural 
extension. It also represents a tension point between 
the mountain and the sea, with an important system 
of swamps that bring the water from the edge of the 
mountain to the coast line. Within the study area 
there is a sort of fragile structure of natural systems 
(pastures and aquatic vegetation) following the 
north-west to south-east axis, perpendicular to the 
mountains. It connects the mountain system with 
the larger swamp at the bottom right corner of the 
study area. Amongst its filaments, there is a main 
vein that connects the smaller swamp (the one at 
the edge of the mountains) with the largest at the 
corner of the window. Its connection is hindered 
by the accumulation of both industrial settlements 
by the mountains and extensive surfaces of small 
similar elements by the swamp. Apparently, the 
swamp surroundings have fostered a greater variety 
of both agricultural and natural land covers. The 
main settlements (Elche, Crevillent, Albatera) form 
a south-west to north-east axis. The infrastructures 
that have echoed this axis at least twice hinder the 
permeability through its fragile structure of natural in 
the mountain-swamp direction.
Gañuelas is located between two major mountain 
systems at the east and west of the study area. There 
is a third minor mountain system at the south that 
separates it from the sea. Up north, there is a huge 
agricultural extension. Thus, the selected window 
represents a tentacle-like agricultural extension in 
between the three mountain systems that dominate 
the coast line. The winding river represents the only 
direct connection between these inlands and the sea. 
Within the study area, there is a faint hilly structure 
that connects the west and east mountain systems 
and contains fine threads of woods. In a very plain 
and homogeneous area, this timid hilly structure 
represents not only a singular element of its identity, 
but also the only connection between the two systems. 
Figure 74. 65x65 Km location orthophotos. Tarragona, Castelló, 
Alacant and Murcia.
Figures 75, 76. Landscape Ecology: edges. El Camp de 
Tarragona, Tarragona; Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
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Figures 77, 78. Landscape Ecology: edges. Crevillent, Alacant; 
Gañuelas, Murcia.
This connection is hindered by the location of the golf 
complex and its extensive surfaces of small similar 
elements in its midpoint. A constellation of small 
reservoirs, especially in its south-west area, irrigates 
the fields and creates a more varied patchwork of 
pastures and agriculture than in other areas of the 
window. The total area is rather impermeable in its 
north-south axis, while it allows certain permeability 
in the perpendicular one through the mentioned 
timid hilly-forestry structure.
This approach not only provides valuable and 
practical information on each case study, but it also 
outlines that the patchwork of tesserae of different 
color, size and shape observed in the previous chapter 
is organized in different drawings and borders. 
▪ Thus, richer borders seem to appear in short 
distances between middle-sized patches of forest, 
in a sort of magnetism that generates the structural 
transition that Forman describes as more favorable 
for a varied ecosystem.
▪ Both the agricultural and forestry structures 
observed within the study area seem to respond to 
a major scale. If we consider agricultural areas, they 
tend to be part of far more extensive agricultural 
plains and systems, whereas the forestry ones seem 
to be part of secondary or old woods systems in decay.
▪ The selected study windows seem to contain 
areas in which the continuity between two or more 
parts of a major natural system are weakerx. Thus, 
there are stretches of land in which the sizes of the 
woody patches and the distances between them, 
together with the accumulation of certain settlements, 
seem to hinder the crossing of an old natural corridor.
▪ Natural and agricultural systems, responding 
to the tensions of each context, are organized in 
different structures of different relevance that seem 
to have become an important element of the very 
identity of the region. Thus, from the water grid 
in Crevillent or its mountain system to the forestry 
filaments in Gañuelas, these elements that organize 
their layout and shape their landscape seem to have 
become part of their nature and their urbanity.
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4.5 CROSS-DIAGRAMS
Having analyzed all these variables separately, it 
seemed important to cross part of its information to 
enlighten more relationships and characteristics that 
may help in the understanding of the Mediterranean 
Open Regionalism. The basic diagram is the same that 
has been used for the Cross-Diagrams included in the 
previous chapter, and it results from the addition of 
both the physical support patches and the network 
ones. The largest and smallest plots within the osmotic 
net, despite not having been discussed, and the 
settlements will also be introduced in these diagrams 
and crossed with both the Porosity and Permeability 
diagrams and the Landscape Ecology ones.
Thus, we observe that there is very little major 
infrastructure in Sant Joan de Moró and Gañuelas, 
located in their flat areas and parallel to the main 
river or its main tributary. In Crevillent, however, 
there is an accumulation of infrastructures on the 
plain, parallel to the mountain-plain edge. Each 
infrastructure seems to have echoed the previous 
ones. When adding the largest and smallest plots, 
some of the largest seem to be located in the splits 
of the physical support (valleys and ridges), but most 
of them are located in its largest patches and flatter 
areas. When there are large swamps, they seem to 
be located in nearby lands. The smallest plots do not 
seem to present a clear pattern in its distribution. 
This data is similar to the observations made in the 
previous three case studies. 
If we add the settlements (the hierarchized 
ones using black dots and the extensive surfaces 
of small similar elements using white dots) to the 
previous diagram, it seems that nearly all of them 
are located less than 2 Km away from the major 
infrastructures. In Sant Joan de Moró and Crevillent 
it is the hierarchized settlements that occupy most 
of the area (even though in the first case it happens 
to be a monofunctional industrial corridor), whereas 
in Gañuelas it is an extensive surface of small similar 
elements located in its center: the golf complex. In 
the first two case-studies there is a clear mountain-
Figure 79. Cross-Diagrams. Physical Support + Main infrastructures 
+ Largest and smallest plots + Settlements. Sant Joan de Moró, 
Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
plain edge. Its non-monofunctional hierarchized 
settlements are all located precisely in that edge, 
whereas the extensive surfaces are located either in 
the plan or in the hills, but not in their borders. There 
are fewer settlements than in the previous three case-
studies, which has resulted in more continuous and 
articulated structures when it comes to hierarchized 
settlements. This has taken the form of two poles and 
a corridor in Sant Joan de Moró and a heart with three 
tentacles in Crevillent. Unlike in the previous three 
case studies, larger plots seem to be more linked to 
the extensive surfaces rather than to the hierarchized 
settlements. However, most of them are right next to 
the main infrastructures of the osmotic net, just like in 
the three Catalan cases.
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When it comes to Porosity and Permeability, the 
different three case studies seem to teach different 
lessons. El Camp de Tarragona presents the highest 
porosity and permeability. It is the flattest area 
and happens to be really close to the largest major 
settlement. This results in a very isotropic net of major 
infrastructures that affects the secondary net, shaping 
the resulting permeability ellipses. The areas where 
we find several extensive surfaces of small similar 
elements or a large one of them seem less permeable 
in its transversal direction, though it could also be due 
to the level of fragmentation of its basic morphology. 
If we look at Sant Joan de Moró, where the ellipses 
present more differences than the ones in El Camp de 
Tarragona, we observe greater correlation between 
porosity and permeability, but no evident correlation 
between the plain or the slope and a higher or lower 
permeability or porosity. Settlements seem to increase 
porosity, but only non-monofunctional hierarchized 
settlements seem to increase permeability. Besides, 
they present the most round-shaped ellipses, which 
imply that the stretch is more isotropic, whereas the 
industrial corridor presents an ellipse with a clear 
directionality. Most of its largest plots are located in 
the REVs with low porosity and permeability, but not 
in the one that present the lowest numbers. However, 
it is also true that these largest plots happen to be 
far from the largest infrastructures. Apparently, 
this region of unequal medium-sized permeability 
ellipses takes a certain directionality that not only 
responds to its main networks, but also to its physical 
support. When considering Gañuelas, however, the 
relationship between porosity and permeability 
seems less clear than in Sant Joan de Moró, being 
both relatively low compared to the other case 
studies. In most of the study area there is no great 
infrastructure (nor accumulation of them) that 
draws a clear directionality. Thus, the presence of an 
important element of its orography seems to shape 
the ellipses but not to affect its porosity. The largest 
settlement in this case is an extensive surface of small 
similar elements located in its central REV. Unlike the 
previous cases, where the largest settlement was a 
hierarchized one, this one presents the second last 
Figure 81. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Porosity and 
Permeability + Plots +  Settlements. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant 
Joan de Moró and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
porosity and lowest permeability in all directions. 
Large plots do not seem to appear in the REVs that 
present the highest porosity and permeability values, 
but they do not necessarily appear in the ones that 
present the lowest values. Areas with a high level of 
fragmentation and greater slopes are not necessarily 
more permeable, but they are more porous than 
the other ones. Despite their differences, it can 
be inferred from these observations that porosity 
and permeability do not necessarily match, as we 
had hypothesized at the beginning of this trial. 
Large infrastructures result in greater porosity, a 
slightly higher permeability in its parallel axe, and a 
reasonably low permeability in its perpendicular one. 
Hierarchized settlements present higher porosity and 
large and more round-shaped permeability ellipses, 
whereas extensive surfaces of small similar elements 
seem to result in a less porous and less permeable 
territory. The slopes that these areas present do not 
necessarily seem to affect permeability, but they do 
increase porosity, which implies that they present a 
larger amount of redundant net. Large plots do not 
present such clear relationship with permeability, 
though they tend to appear where small and middle-
sized ellipses are located.
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When crossing the basic diagram with the edges 
and patches information obtained in the Landscape 
Ecology chapter, some other observations can be 
made. First, edges with structural transition (and so 
the most rich and varied according to Richard T.T. 
Forman) (Forman, 1996) are more likely to appear 
in the splits of the physical support, in its valleys. 
Besides, there is a certain distance between patches 
that seem to foster those edges, a sort of magnetism 
between them (a tension that the valleys, in its cross-
section, allow even more clearly). Where there is a 
clash between two major systems (either agricultural, 
forestry or aquatic), the border between one another 
presents more variety of land-covers and richer 
edges. The resulting patches are more similar in 
size and shape allowing that mixture. It is normally 
the extensive surfaces of small similar elements 
that occupy stretches of land that hinder ecological 
connections between major natural systems. The 
shortest distances between them (their accumulation) 
and the fact that they are normally located in the 
most fragmented areas clashes with the ecological 
connectors in their weakest points. These ecological 
corridors also seem to go through most of the largest 
plots, especially in the three latter cases studies. 
Natural (non-agricultural) covers are more likely to 
appear in the most fragmented areas. However, the 
most homogeneous and monofunctional stretches 
of land are both the most fragmented and the less 
fragmented areas of the physical support, whereas 
the most heterogeneous and diverse ones (when 
it comes to land-covers) are those of middle-sized 
patches and the borders between the slope and the 
plain.
Figure 83. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Patches and Edges 
+ Plots + Settlements. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant Joan de Moró, 
Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
Geometric simplification process from the Edges plans to the Cross 
Diagrams using REV 8 from El Camp de Tarragona.
Despite presenting clear different characteristics, 
there are some common elements in these collage-
areas in both its physical and natural structure 
and the way the addition of individual actions have 
responded to one another and to its existing support. 
The provided information may help to picture some 
of these attributes, and highlighting patterns that may 
lie underneath a few of the several unplanned actions 
that have built our contemporary Mediterranean 
hinterlands, the ones that Manuel de Solà-Morales 
addressed as Territoris sense model (Solà-Morales, 
1997).
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5 PROVISIONAL FINDINGS
There are several partial and overall considerations 
that derive from the research presented in this piece 
of work; nevertheless, only some of them have been 
gathered below to provide a synthesis of the aspects 
that have been considered to be more relevant 
or better approached. The parameters presented 
and discussed hereafter are, therefore, only part 
of the real components of this study. With all these 
reservations, the provisional findings of this research 
are presented down below.
5.1 ON TAXONOMY AND TOOLS
Along this piece of work several concepts and 
tools that could be useful when addressing our 
contemporary territories have been approached, 
most of which had already been suggested by many of 
the authors cited in the first chapter. Eventually, these 
new elements might be as useful as “street”, “plaza” 
or “grid” have been when addressing our old compact 
cities in the comprehension of our contemporary city.
Some of these tools and concepts that have 
been addressed throughout this research can be 
summarized in the following points.
▪ Thus, from Dematteis to Secchi, they have 
all agreed that our contemporary landscape can 
no longer be explained through an areas and poles 
approach, but from a nets one. The old center-
periphery dichotomy has been overtaken by a system 
of overlapping nets than can be designed from 
abroad. The nets these authors are referring to are 
not infrastructural nets but nets of subjects, public or 
private, and of services; nets of relationships between 
“urban things”. The territory is therefore no longer 
designed from a central-city point of view to the 
countryside, but from the outside; from major logics 
that respond to their own needs and patterns which 
can be tailored anywhere in the world.
▪ Solà-Morales suggests the concept of 
“interesting distance” as an element that could be 
used not only to understand the underlying patterns 
of several apparently spontaneous actions, but also 
as a tool to design their future planning. “Interesting 
distance” is a concept that implies tension and 
relationship. It is an idea that, in a certain way, 
confronts the old idea of contiguity and overtakes the 
surfaces approach. According to Solà-Morales, the 
space between urban things is arbitrary, whereas their 
relative distance and location is not (Solà-Morales, 
1997). This idea of relationships and distances, though 
subjectively qualified by the addition of the adjective 
“interesting”, seems to reinforce the nets approach.  
▪ The resulting mosaic presents non-evident 
compatibilities between urban things and biosystem 
richness, and the economic and agricultural 
exploitation of the land. It is precisely in the new 
urban mixtures that result from these non-evident 
compatibilities, in their new orders and tensions, 
where Indovina and Secchi see the potential of these 
territories to respond to the social, economic and 
ecologic demands of our contemporary society.
▪ The contemporary city seems to be mainly 
characterized by its void, its empty non-designed 
spaces (those which gather most of the potential 
mentioned above). Thus, when approaching the 
ecological values of these open spaces, Forman 
suggests talking about mosaics, edges, and patches 
(Forman, 1996). He translates ecological values into 
shapes and distances so they can be more easily 
approached by architects and urbanists. Thus, we 
see that winding edges and merged patches result 
in greater ecological richness, and certain distances 
and sizes can help guarantee the different ecosystems 
connection between urban and rural lands. Ecological 
connectors seem to be now a main element that 
needs to be taken into account when approaching our 
landscapes.
▪ The void also appears as an identity element 
of these landscapes. Not only Solà-Morales sees a 
certain “sensation of waiting” in those empty spaces 
that helps to characterize them (Solà-Morales, 1997), 
but its natural values and its orography become some 
of the most relevant elements of both its identity and 
its urbanity. These are “landscaped territories”. Lands 
where the level of fragmentation and its orography 
builds territorial references that should be taken 
into account in its design, as they represent their 
only static and most stable condition. Thus, from the 
mountain ridge in Gañuelas to the mountain chain in 
Crevillent and its swamps, these elements seem to 
have become part of the city, to explain their nature. 
In these “landscaped” or “shaped” territories, these 
territorial references may have to do with the very 
own survival of the Mediterranean landscape and its 
identity.
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▪ When addressing the infrastructural nets, 
Secchi and Viganò suggest the use of “compactness” 
and “porosity and permeability” as concepts that 
can help to explain the nature of our contemporary 
territorie éponge (Secchi & Viganò, 2008). No longer 
vertical hierarchies but horizontal ones, where 
cities have become nodes of a major net (Indovina, 
1990); no longer built and non-built areas but lands 
that present different compactness, porosity and 
permeability. If there are neither areas nor poles but 
a net of relationships that respond to its own criteria, 
it seems more important to evaluate territories 
according to their pores and how easy it is to cross 
them rather than its main hierarchical infrastructures 
and their robinets. 
▪ Thus, it seems appropriate to talk about 
weaving infrastructures; those capable of creating 
urban fabric that have been addressed in the text as 
major infrastructures of the osmotic net, responsible 
for greater permeability rather than greater porosity. 
It also seems adequate to talk about fibers or fibrous 
fabrics rather than grids or tree-structures; of 
transparent, leaky or gnarled, light or dense and tight 
fabrics that, just like in contemporary fashion, seem to 
build the heterogeneous nature of our Mediterranean 
landscapes.
Figure 84. [Im7] Kate and Laura Mulleavy, Rodarte woman’s black 
loose knit dress, 2010.
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areas. Besides, the first are nearly always located in 
the main river basins of the study area, while the rest 
are normally located in secondary and less-visible 
areas.
▪ These “landscaped territories” also present 
several ecological values, and a very equally balanced 
mix between agriculture and natural ecosystems. The 
study shows that it is precisely in the edges between 
fragments where the richness is highest, whereas 
large fragments and really fragmented areas tend 
to be monofunctional (being the first agricultural 
and, the second, forestry). It is precisely the clash 
between large agricultural areas and forestry areas 
that results in the most varied and balanced mixed; 
one in which patches of different land covers are 
similar in size, shape and proportion. Whereas the 
fields tend to be part of far larger agricultural plains, 
forestry systems in the area that has been considered 
(never exceeding 20 Km inland) seem to be part of old 
larger forestry systems in decay. In most of the case 
studies, the connection between two or more parts 
of the same system present its weakest points within 
the study area and especially on its more fragmented 
parts. Thus, when considering the potential ecological 
corridors, it is the extensive surfaces of small 
similar elements the ones that are located in those 
fragmented areas and its accumulation what seems 
to be hindering that connection.
▪ Thus, when considering simple distances, i.e. 
the shortest distance between two points, hierarchized 
settlements seem to form a net of similar medium sized 
distances, whereas extensive surfaces of small similar 
elements seem to come closer together. The resulting 
patchwork never crosses lines, which implies that the 
mix is heterogeneous and certain settlements tend to 
group. Complex distances (those that result from the 
dependence in services and viability using the existing 
net between different types of settlements) are much 
longer than the previous ones and organized around 
very few hierarchized settlements, building radial 
structures rather than nets. There seems to be a 
general maximum critical distance (of approximately 
5 Km) for which a settlement can always be found. 
5.2 ON POSSIBLE UNDERLYING PATTERNS
After having tested several of these parameters in 
the six different case studies, some common elements 
suggest possible underlying patterns that could be 
more deeply studied and evaluated in the future after 
broadening the sample. 
In this way, from the many issues that have risen 
throughout this piece of work, some will need to be 
better decoded (Corboz, 1995) in a future follow-up 
of this research, while some others can already be 
addressed and summarized more knowledgeably.
▪ Thus, we observe the strong effect of major 
lineal infrastructures; not only for the split they cause, 
also at an ecological level, but for the impact they 
have when it comes to porosity and permeability. 
Apparently, they tend to increase significantly the 
porosity of the studied area and the permeability 
in its parallel direction, whereas they reduce it 
considerably in its perpendicular one, deforming 
what has been addressed as its basic underlying net. 
When there is more than one major infrastructure, 
they tend to echo each other creating infrastructural 
corridors, with distances ranged from 0.2 to 2 Km 
between them. Besides, some settlements and 
“urban things” seem to respond to a specific distance 
to these infrastructures, which varies according to the 
type of settlement and its use. Thus, hierarchized (and 
monofunctional-industrial) settlements are never 
more than 2 Km away from those infrastructures, 
whereas extensive surfaces of small similar elements 
appear further. Finding a relationship between 
certain services or large commercial areas and those 
infrastructures would probably be another interesting 
approach that has not been discussed in this piece of 
work. 
▪ More fragmented territories seem to be weaker, 
meaning that they easily undergo cross-spontaneous 
actions and improvisation when compared with 
than the larger ones. Thus, we observe that whereas 
hierarchized settlements are located in the plain, in 
large fragments or right at the edge between large 
patches and fragmented areas, extensive surfaces 
and some small groups seem to appear in fragmented 
Figure 85. [Im8] Danit Pelger, Liberté Jacket, 2014.
▪ The major infrastructures of the osmotic net 
seem to be the ones that shape permeability and 
help build urban fabric, which suggests the concept 
of weaving infrastructures. When crossing these 
weaving fibers with the sizes of the plots, the patches 
of the physical support or the different settlements, 
some interrelationship patterns can be observed:
 ▪ It is normally attached to them and coinciding 
with the largest fragments of the physical support 
that the largest plots are located, whereas the 
smallest don’t present a clear pattern.
Even when considering these largest plots, 
the resulting area is really small, which implies 
that nearly every stretch of land is accessible 
and compatible with the demands of most urban 
artefacts.
▪ Hierarchized settlements seem to be located 
in its knots and result in greater porosity and 
permeability.
▪  Extensive surfaces of small similar elements 
do not show such a clear relationship with 
these fibers, and they happen to present high 
porosity but sensibly lower permeability than the 
hierarchized ones. 
▪ Proximity to a major settlement seems to 
result in higher porosity and permeability derived, 
mainly, from an increase in the major infrastructures 
of the osmotic net (the weaving infrastructures). 
Apparently, average and shortest simple distances 
also seem to reduce in areas close to a major compact 
settlement or city, which suggests a sort of gravitation 
phenomenon around them. 
Thus, the different approaches and discussions that 
have risen when considering these first provisional 
findings suggest that the following concepts, cited in 
the same order as in the previous paragraphs, could 
be part of the urbanistic constitution and terminology 
of the Mediterranean territories addressed in this 
piece of work:
- Nets
- Interesting distances
- Spaces “in between”
- New urban mixtures
- Voids
- Winding edges
- Ecological connectors
- Territorial references
- Compactness
- Permeability
- Weaving fibers
- Infrastructural corridors (and distance 
relationships towards them)
- Weakness of fragmented areas
- Ecological richness
- Orders and systems of distances
- Interrelationship patterns
- Gravitational influences
These concepts and considerations on eventual 
underlying patterns may help build a more precise and 
well-founded knowledge about the real constitution 
of the urban phenomenon in our contemporary 
Mediterranean hinterlands. This could not only 
help build an appropriate taxonomy to refer to our 
contemporary city-territory while overcoming that 
sort of nostalgia that characterized several approaches 
to the topic, but also to outline some of the reasons 
that explain its apparently spontaneous nature. This 
taxonomy and patterns may allow advancement 
towards a more efficient and advantageous model, 
towards a cross-disciplinary design capable of fostering 
a more sustainable development, better adapted to 
the beauty and attributes of our landscapes and our 
contemporary needs.
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PLAN ANNEX 73

Figure 7. Vidreres, l’Empordà. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 8. Granollers, Barcelona. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 9. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 10. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 11. Crevillent, Alacant. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 12. Gañuelas, Murcia. Orthophoto of the study area.
Figure 13. 1950-1980 plan. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 14. 1950-1980 plan. Granollers, Barcelona.
Figure 15. 1950-1980 plan. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 16. 1950-1980 plan. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 17. 1950-1980 plan. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 18. 1950-1980 plan. Gañuelas, Murcia.

Figure 19. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 20. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. Granollers, l’Empordà.
Figure 21. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. El Camp de Tarragona.
Figure 22. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 23. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. Granollers, Barcelona.
Figure 24. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 25. Physical support diagram. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom .
Figure 14. Infrastructures. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 26. Infrastructures. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 27. Infrastructures. Granollers, Barcelona.
Figure 28. Infrastructures. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 29. Physical support diagram. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom .
Figure 30. Infrastructures + largest and smallest plots in the plain. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 31. Infrastructures + largest and smallest plots in the plain. Granollers, Barcelona.
Figure 32. Infrastructures + largest and smallest plots in the plain. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
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Figure 33. Sizes of the plots within the “osmotic net”. Sizes are expressed in square meters. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
Figure 34. Settlements. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
Figure 35. Settlements. Granollers, Barcelona.
Figure 36. Settlements. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
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Figure 37. Settlements’ total areas. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom.
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Figure 38. Areas by different settlement type. Vidreres, l’Empordà; Granollers, Barcelona; el Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona. 
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Figure 39. Distances by different settlement type. Vidreres, l’Empordà.
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Figure 40. Distances by different settlement type. Granollers, Barcelona.
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Figure 41. Distances by different settlement type. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
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Figure 42. Cross-Diagrams. Physical Support + Main infrastructures + Largest and smallest plots + Settlements. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom.
Figure 43. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Simple and Complex Distances. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom and left to right.
Figure 44. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Filaments + Crossed Distances. Vidreres, Granollers and El Camp de Tarragona from top to bottom.

Figure 45. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 46. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 47. 65x65 Km location map. Infrastructures and orography. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 48. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 49. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 50. Orography and 3D modeling of the study area. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 51. Physical support diagram. Sant Joan de Moró, Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom .
Figure 52. Infrastructures. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 53. Infrastructures. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 54. Infrastructures. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 55. Infrastructural splits diagram. Sant Joan de Moró, Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom .
Figure 56. Porosity. El camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 57. Permeability and porosity. El camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 58. Porosity. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 59. Permeability and porosity. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 60. Porosity. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 61. Permeability and porosity. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 62. Settlements. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 63. Settlements. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 64. Settlements. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 65. Land covers and 3D modeling. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 66. Land covers and 3D modeling. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 67. Land covers and 3D modeling. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 68. Land covers and 3D modeling. Gañuelas, Murcia
Figure 69. Landscape Ecology: patches. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 70. Landscape Ecology: patches. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 71. Landscape Ecology: patches. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 72. Landscape Ecology: patches. Gañuelas, Murcia.
El Camp de Tarragona Sant Joan de Moró Crevillent Gañuelas
Woody crops (%) 30,06 21,67 10,66 10,65
Arable crops (%) 4,38 0,37 5,09 22,26
Various crops (%) 12,42 0,84 6,92 13,23
Mixture crops and 
pasture (%)
7,14 7,13 9,62 13,51
Woods (%) 14,32 8,75 0,14 0,00
Mixture woods and 
scrubs (%)
3,73 14,09 14,57 2,79
Scrubs (%) 7,74 3,89 1,81 0,28
Pastures (%) 2,81 17,85 19,69 23,88
Total (%) 82,60 74,60 68,50 86,61
Weighted RSD 68,97 69,76 102,89 61,70
El Camp de Tarragona Crevillent
200,60 112,33 151,85 199,96 217,87 164,53
168,99 57,78 96,85 151,70 123,96 99,55
126,80 111,25 151,83 119,56 97,66 82,21
Sant Joan de Moró Gañuelas
200,60 112,33 151,85 99,50 126,44 116,03
168,99 57,78 96,85 114,48 157,38 130,49
126,80 111,25 151,83 111,16 140,08 127,65
Figure 34. Weighted RSDs considering the total area of each case study. 
Figure 73. RSDs calculated for each REV 
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Figure 74. 65x65 Km location orthophotos. Tarragona, Castelló, Alacant and Murcia from top to bottom and from right to left.
Figure 75. Landscape Ecology: edges. El Camp de Tarragona, Tarragona.
Figure 76. Landscape Ecology: edges. Sant Joan de Moró, Castelló.
Figure 77. Landscape Ecology: edges. Crevillent, Alacant.
Figure 78. Landscape Ecology: edges. Gañuelas, Murcia.
Figure 79. Cross-Diagrams. Physical Support + Main infrastructures + Largest and smallest plots + Settlements. Sant Joan de Moró, Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom.
Figure 80. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Porosity and Permeability. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant Joan de Moró and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
Figure 81. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Porosity and Permeability + Plots +  Settlements. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant Joan de Moró and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
Figure 82. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Patches and Edges. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant Joan de Moró, Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
Figure 83. Cross-Diagrams. Basic diagram + Patches and Edges + Plots + Settlements. El Camp de Tarragona, Sant Joan de Moró, Crevillent and Gañuelas from top to bottom and left to right.
